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a

SUMI'IARY

It is the purpose of this present study to delineate

the design criteria and operating principles of a high speed,

digitat laser Doppler velocimeter that is suitable for a

large nun¡ber of applications in fluid mechanics and acoustícs

research.

The shortcomings of existing techniques for the measure-

ment of fLuid and surface velocities are discussed and the

advantages of laser Doppler systems are investigated'' Relevant

theoretical considerations are presented, with particular

reference to the capabilities and limitations of light scatter-

ing techniques. A comprehensive review cf the currently

available methods for optical frequency biasing forms the

basis for the development of a high diffraction efficiency

acousto-optic ceIl. The essential and desirable characteris-

tics of a high performance LDV are established and incorporated

into the design and construction of a digital signal processing

system that uses Èime domain analysis for the demodulation

of velocity and real time information. The system is shown

to offer solutions to the serious problems of directional

aliasing; signal biasing; spectral broadening and signal

dropout and is used with a modified Michelson interferometer

to detect the surface velocity of a mechanically driven mirror.
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CHAPTER ONE

VELOCITY I\,IEASUREMENT

FLUID I{ECHANTCS AND ACOUSTTCS RESEARCH

SUMMARY:

In fluid mechanics and acoustics research, localised,

instantaneous velocity information has, hitherto, been obtained

by means of hot-wire, differential pressure and piezo-electric

devices. The problems associated with the applicaÈion of

these instruments to a number of important, current investiga-

tions are reviewed in this chapter and it is concluded' that,

even with the use of fast analogue circuitry and "state of the

art'r data acquisition systems, commonly encountered phenomena

frequently preclude the use of conventional methods of measure-

ment.

Laser Doppler velocímetry (LDV) is proposed as a

system embodying a number of the essential characteristics

of an ideal vel,ocity measuring instrument, however analyses

in this and, subsequent chapters indicate that', while offering

significant advantages over tradit.ional techniques in some

areas, the LDV cannot completely avoid disparagement. Some

of these important advantages and disadvantages are summarised

in tabular form as a comparative study of laser Doppler, hot-

wire and piezo-electric acceferoÌneter techniques.

I.1 CONVENTIONAL TECHNIOUES

IN

For many yearst

mechanics and acoust.ics

the two general fields of

subject of

fluid

a great dealhave been the
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of experimental research. The measurement of velocity is of.

paramount importance in this research and extensive effort

has been directed towards the development of instruments

capable of determining localised, instantaneous velocit'y

information. Hot wire and film anemometers and differential

pressure devices have been used extensively in fluid mechanics,

while the mainstay for acoustics research into surface

vibrations has been the piezo-electric accelerometer.

These techniques have proved their utility in the

investigation of fluid and acoustic phenomena, but their

application to a number of current research problems is

restricted by several inherent timitations. For example,

while it was considered adequate to determine the temporal

mean and standard deviation of a fluctuatj-ng velocity signal

from a hot-wire in a turbulent flow, hot-wire anemometry had'

Iittle requirement for very high frequency resPonse circuitry

or fast analogue to digit.al conversion systems. However'

as suggested by Laufer (1975), such techniques are not

sufficient to completely describe the nature and mechanics

of turbulent flow. Recognizing this limitation, a great deal

of work has been done with hot wires using very fast analogue

circuits and high speed data acquisition systems. Although

this has enabled a far more detailed analysis of time-series

velocity data, other difficulties associat.ed with the use

of hot wires remain.

Similarly in acoustics, large, massive surfaces may

be investigated by an accelerometer placed in contact with

the surface with little fear of probe interaction. However,

recent work in such fields as biological acoustics indicate
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a requirement for a Very sensitive, non contact measuring

device that is capable of measurements in otherwise inacces-

sible regions. Time-averaged and real-time laser holography

have been successfully used in such apptications but, in

general, suffer from the stringent requirement for non-random

vibrations with displacements in excess of one half wavelength

of incident light'.

It is clear, therefore' that in both fluid mechanics

and acoustics research, traditional techniques for velocity

measurements are not adequate for all applications. In

acoustics, we require an instrument capable of measuring

non periodic velocities of surfaces that may be located in

dangerous, corrosive, hot or inaccessible regions' A

smaller discrimination than 
^/2 

is often required for high

frequency components and the obviation of the need for trans-

ducer calibration would be a significant practical advantage.

such an instrument would, fot example, be invaluable in the

measurement of machine cutting tool vibrations; lateral or

longitudinal vibrations of rotating bearings; structurally

transmitted noise from boiler walls; and the behaviour of

very thin d.iaPhragms.

Recentfluidmechanicsprojectsinthestudyof

polymer flows, multiphase flows ancl atmospheric turbulence

have similarly indicated the need fcr an alternative to hot

wire anemometry. Material probe interaction in vortices

and the unsuitability of hot wires for separatecl flows and

supersonic velocities also inhibit the investigation of

many important phenomena. The main disadvantages in the

use of the (more popular) constant temperature hot wire
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anemometer (CTHWA) are its non-linear response; requirement

for calibration; directional ambiguity; and likelihood of

flow disruption. Although the probes need not be calibrated

if only qualitative or correlation measurements are required

and the velocit,y components may, with difficulty, be resolved

with multiple wire configurations, significant interaction

and cross talk will resuLt from placing the probes too close

together. This characteristic interaction prohíbits both the

determination of two or more velocity components at the same

point in the flow and the measurement of fluid velocity at

any point close downstream from a material probe.

These disadvantages, together with the unsuitability

of the CTHWA for flows with significant temperature pertur-

bations and the fragile nature of thin wires suggest that'

although hot wire anemometry remains useful for many applica-

tionsr âû alternative technique is required'

L.2 LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY

The concepts of optical heterodyning and the Doppler

frequency shift in light energy scattered from a moving

particle or surface have been widely known for many years.

However, it required the development of the continuous lvave

gas laser as a coherent lighÈ source with a very narro\^/

bandwidth for these two phenomena to be successfully combined

for the determination of fluid or surface vel0cities over

large distances. since Yeh and cummins (1964) published

their work on localized fluid flOw measurement using laser

Doppler methods, a very large number of LDV devices and

techniques have been developed and reported. such devices
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possess a number of essential features of the ideal instrument

for the examination of the structure of turbulent fluid f1ow.

Foremost amongst these features of the LDV are; non interaction

with the moving source; ability to make absolute velocity

measurements without calibration; applicability to subsonic,

supersonic and temperature varying flows and excellent frequency

response and spatial resolution capabilitÍes. Furthermore,

the LDV is the only instrument that is capable of removing

directional ambiguity in velocity signals without imposing

a translational velocity to the transducer, relative to the

flow. A number of techniques for achieving this through

frequency biasing are discussed in Chapter 3.

In spite of these sígnificant advantages over the

CTHWA, the LDV is not the perfect. solution. In considering

an LDV system it. is necessary to recognize the requirements

for high quality optical components and vibration free

mounting surfaces. Finite spectral broadening due to trans-

mission and receiving apertures and low signal to noise

ratios are also a problem in signal processing. Demodulation

of the Doppler signal, particularly when derived from a dis-

contínuous source, is very difficult and may lead to signifi-

cant errors in interpretation. When used in acoustics appli-

cations, the vibrating surface must have a sufficiently

high reflectivity while fluid flow investigations may require

seeding of the flow with scattering sources of a suitable size.

Comparative studies on the performance of hot wire

and laser Doppler systenrs have been published by a number of

authors. One such study is presented in Table 1 and an

analysis of these charact,eristics clearly indicates that for
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a number of currently important applications, the LDV offers

significant ad'vantagt:s or¡st the use of hot wire techniques'

Similarly, LDV and piezo-electric accelerometer methods for

acoustic applications may be compared and Table 2 shows some

of the highly desirable characteristics of the LDV for

acoustic and vibration measurements. It is these advantages

of the LDV that have prompted major investigations into the

use and optimization of laser Doppler techniques for modern

fluid mechanics and acoustics research.
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TABLE I

the Performance of a Hot Wire Anemometer
Doppler Velocity Meter in Turbulence

(From Mazumder, L972)

Hot Wire Anemometer Symmetrical Laser
Doppter VelocitY Meter

System equation ç = 1Ã*aF(nonlinear)
V = volts (output);
U = velocítyi A, B

and m are constant in
a small velocitY in-
terval. In general,
A, B and m are func-
tions of ReYnolds
No., gas density'
conductivity, temP. 'etc.

f = KU (linear)
f - frequency (DoPPIer
shift)
K = constant;
U = velocity.
Velocity measurements
are not generallY
affected bY the
properties of the
flow medium.

Calibrat,ion Must be calibrated. Provides a method
for absolute measure-
ment of velocitY.

Sensing Vo1ume Wire dia = 4vr9' =
l. 5mm; probe dia.
3 mm (typical).

d=5U;l,=600U
(using corrected
optics).

Interaction with
the flow medium

Disturbs flow field. No significant inter-
action.

Limits of measure-
ment.

Measurement of
velocity generallY
limited to 20 cm/sec
to 150 m/sec for air.

Can be used both Ín
subsonic and super-
sonic flow region.

Temperature limit Normally designed
max fluid temP of
2500C.

for Can be used at fluid
temp uP to I000oC
or higher dePending
on the Brownian
motion of the aerosol
particles.

Contamination Corrosion and con-
tamination affects
calibration.

Scattering aerosol
(range 0.5u to 2V
dia) must be Present
within the fluid
medium.

Frequency
response

Upper frequencY limit
may be extended to
approx. 50KHz with
appropriate electro-
nic circuitrY.

FrequencY response
of a laser DoPPIer
system is much higher
compared to the high-
est turbulence fre-
quency in fluid flows-
However, scattering
particle inertia may
become significant
in the regions of
high local accele-
rations in super-
sonic flows.
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TABLE I (Contrd)

Hot Vtire Anemometer Symmetrical Laser
Doppler VelocitY Meter

Directional ambig- Present
uity of 1800 in
velocity measure-
ment.

Can be eliminated
by using a frequencY
biasing technique.

Noise Level Generally equivalent
to 0.58 turbulence
intensity level at
moderate velocitY.

ApproximatelY
equivalent to 0.58
turbulence intensitY,
primarilY caused bY
instrumental fre-
quency broadening-

Remote measure-
ment

Not possible Remote sensing
possible.
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TABLB 2

Study of LDV and Piezo-electric Accelerometer
in Acoustic and Vibration Measurements.

Laser Doppler
Velocimeter

Piezo-electric
Àccelerometer.

System Operation Frequency to vol-
tage conversion
gives direct
measurement of sur-
face velocities.

Pressure fluctuations
due to surface accele-
ration produce a
fluctuating voltage
on the crystal elec-
trodes. VelocitY is
obtained bY integration
of this waveform.

Calibration Absolute method. Requires calibration'

Sensor Location l.May be focussed I.Averages over the
onto a very mall whole area of crystal
area. surface.
A = 3ooxro-\2m2

2.Simultaneous 2.Any number of trans-
measurement at ducers maY be used
more than one simultaneouslY'
point is diffi-
cult.

3.Non contact 3.Contact method' Not
method: suitable suitable for harsh
for remote measure- environments.
ments.

Loading No significant
loading effects.

Transducer may load
the vibrating surface-

Temperature
Limit.

May be used on hot
surfaces, but oPti-
cal filtering may
be required.

Selected maÈerials,
e.g. lead zirconatet
may be used at temPer-
atures well in excess
of I0Ooc.

Directional
embiguity

Requires frequencY
biasing mechanism
or similar techni-
que.

Inherently bidirection-
al response.

Frequency
Response

Freque,nc! re;sPonse
is well ln €XC€:ss
of acoust.j-c range.

Typically L Hz to 25I<.Hz
(B+K moclel # 4344)

Depends upon oPti-
caI configuration
and laser vrave-

7mV/g; rvith a ¡naximum
acoustic sensitivitY
of 0.019.

len
ÊrD-

cth"I

Sensitivity

711
(:"-:i)'Yp (B+K model # 4344)
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CHAPTER TWO

LDV METHODS, LIMITATIONS

AND

CAPABILITIES

SUMNÍ.ARY:

Irfith the d.evelopment of laser Doppler velocimetry as

a powerful measurement technique in fluid mechanics and

acoustics, many '¡aluable cctntributions have been made to the

theory of light scattering and optical heterodyning. A resume

of the important results of these investigations is included'

in this chapter in order that a basis for the design of a

high performance LDV may be established'

The light. scattering mode geometries are developed

with a standardised notation to indicate the similarity in

the results for the three commonly used configurations'

These, in turn, are shown to be particular solutions of a

generatised expression for the distribution of light in the

focal volume. Criteria for the determination of the effec-

tive focal volume dimensions are derived with particular

reference to the critical nature of the size and location of

the receiving optics pinhole aperture'

Spectral broadening of the Doppler signal is dj-scussed

in terms of optimum particle specifications; finite aperture

broadening; finite signal lifetime and velocity gradients in

the focal volume. It is shown that even if t'he scattering

particle size is strictly controlled and the receiving aper-

ture is decreased to a minimum, the conditions for reducing

the spectral broadening due to the two remaining sources



are mutually contradictory. The proposed compromise solution,

i.e. a fringe crossing detector that requires a scattering

particte to intersect a minimum number of interference fringes

ís shown to alter the effective focal volume dimensions which'

in turnr ffiây lead to the possibility of directional aliasing

if the interference fringes in the focal volume are stationary'

when the fringes are set in motion by means of an optical

biasing technique, a similar analysis demonstrates that the

maximum detectable particle velocity may be severely restric-

ted if the biasing frequency is too low'

AII of these conditions and restrictions are shown in

subsequent chapters to weigh heavily in the consideration

and design of the operating parameters for an LDV system.

2.1 oPTTCAL HETERODYNING

Inwavevectornotation,theDopplerfrequencyshift

that results trom ttre scattering of a monochromatic light

beam from a moving object may br: expressed by:-

(kfo 5i)'Yp
I

Tt¡

1r.

(r)s

where yp is the instantaneous velocity of the object; 5= and

k, are, respectively, the wave vectors of Èhe scattered' and

incident light beams; and fp is the Doppler frequency shift'

If gs and gi are the corresponding unit vectors for the

scattered and incident light beams and À" and Ii represent the

scattered and incident optical wavelengths, equation (I) may

be written as:-

fD= h t{ ':. t 'ei) ' Yp
(21



Sínce, for non relativistic motion, I tpl <<c, where c is the

L2.

(2)

(3)

(4)

velocity of light;

may be simplified to:-

1
À-

fD=

f==fp*fi=

(9" - gi)'tp
I

rn addition, fD = f" f', where f= and fi are

respectively the frequencies of the scattered and incident

Iight beams, so the frequency of the scattered light energy,

f s, may be determined for any scatt,ering Process and can be

expressed as:-

f.l-

Although this analysis applies to all non-relativistic

motion, the lack of resolution of spectrometric and other

techniques prohibits the direct measurement of the wavelength

or frequency shift in many applicationr; of practical interest'

The solution to this problem is the ¡:rir.ciple of optical

heterodyning where the difference in scattered and incident

frequencies is detected by means of a square law detector.

The incident and scattered light beams can be repre-

sented by the functions Ui (t) = Ei cos oit and

ts(t) = E"(t) cos (ul"t + O) respectively; where 'i and trt=

are the incident and scattered angular frequencies and 0

is an arbitrary phase angle. If the two beams are incident

on a photodetector with a square law response, the resulting

photo-current is given bYt-

i (r) = a | ü, (t) + q,s (t)l 2 (s)

where a is a constant and i (t) ís the instantaneous current'
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Expanding equation (5) ;

i(t) = alEi'cos urrt + Es(t) 'cos (rrr"t + O) 12

2 2i.e. i(t) = a[E I cos 2(t) .cos (r¡ t+0)
S

2(¡).t + EI s

+28
L
Es (t) cos (oit) cos (rrr=t + 0) l

hence i (t) (r) 2t¡, t +
l_

+E E (t) cos (trl t-ü) t -0)l
I S I s

If it is assumed that lnr¡ttl E=l and that the bandwidth

of the detector is well below the optical frequencies t' and

Os, an effective average of the high frequency terms in this

expansion will enable the detector current to be approxi-

mated by;

= ur! n2, . I "'"
*Ln?cos2L

|n! ttl cos 2 (o=t +Q) + E. Es (t) cos (,¡it + ürst +O)

i (r) = a[ I ,r' * Ei Es (t) cos (ürit t"t -O) ] (6)

The first term in'equation (6) is dependent only upon

the amplitude of the incident beam and therefore contributes

to the DC component of the detector current. The remaining

term is dependent upon the amplitudes of both the incident

and scattered beams and also has an AC component, the angular

frequency of which is equal to the difference in frequencies

of the scattered and incident beams. The output waveform is

therefore a sinusoid of frequency fp superimposed on an

offset voltage determined by the incident light intensity.

This difference frequency is directly proportional to the

transverse component of the particle velocity and it is the

function of the LDr./ detector circuit to demodulate and inter-

pret the Doppler frequency as velocity data'
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2.2 MODE GEOMETRIES

As indicated by equation (3) ' the magnitude of the

Doppler frequency shift is a function of scattered and incident

beam orientation. fhis interrelationship has resulted in the

development of a very large number of ingenious optical

configurations and light collection techniques, all of which

may by classified according to the resulting light intensity

distribution within the focal volume. Analyses such as those

presented by Durst and Whitelaw (1971) generally distinquish

the following three modes of operation:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Reference Mode (toca1 oscillator heterodyning)

Fringe Mode (differential heterodyning)

Doppler Mode (symmetrical heterodyning)

schematically represented in Figure (I)

1. (a) Reference l4ode

Detector

I. (b) Fringe Mode

Detector

and

which are

I

o

t

Laser

Laser

o

t

I o

t
Detector

I
Laser

Figure 1. Mode Geometries

. (c) Doppler Mode
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beam #1
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2.2.I. Reference Mode Geometry

I¡Ihen the LDV is used in the reference mode, the

original laser beam, Io, is split into an intense (typically

O.95 to) scattering beam and a weak (typicalty 0.05 to)

reference beam which are focussed to a common point in the

flow. The photodetector is placed in line with the refer-
ence beam and detects both the reference beam and light from

the scattering beam that is scattered in the reference

direction. Optical mixing of these two light sources results
in a Doppler signal that is a function of both the velocity
component of the scattering particle and the position of the

photodetector.

The reference mode geometry is illustrated in Figure

(2a) where er, and er. represent the unit vectors for the

scattering beam (#f) and reference beam (#Z¡ respectively

and e= r represents the unit vector for the scattered light

from beam #l in the direction of the reference beam.

v-p
V

ir

e
e
-S1

i2 e
-51

(e
S1 eiJ

Fig. 2a. Fig.2b.

Refereuce Mode GeometryFigure 2

9i p
e

e

0

ve

e
e

For this configuration, the Doppler frequency is

given byr-
+ ç - f .-D 'sr L2

(7)



where f^ is the frequency of Èhe scattered light from beam
Þl

{+1 and f.: is the frequency of the incident light from beam
L2

*2. Application of equation (4) to Lhis configuration

yields:
and hence

(g", gir)' Yp +(fir f )

.v + f..:p ar
t_

rif.
S1

I
f,if L2

16.

(8)

(e)

D

From the geometry of Figure (2b),

(9", 9ir) 'Yp = -2 sin 0'vp 'cos (0 + 90)'

= +2 .rp . sin 0 .sin 0

2v .sin0
D'y

therefore fo sinO+(f''tn" f.,)
L2i1

À L

The significance of the (fi, f'rl term in equation

(8)isthebasisofthedirectionalambiguityproblemthat

is inherent to laser Doppler techniques. If the incident

frequencies of both beams are the samet fi, = fi, and

equation (8) reduces to:

ç :)c'D
tn" sin e

ri

Provided that the velocity component in the y direction' tP"' i=

always positive (o< o <1800) the Doppler frequency derived

from eguation (9) is positive' Tf, however' a flow

reversal is experienced and vp, becomes negative (180o<O<360o)

equat.ion (9) yields a negative Doppler frequency:

fp a sin 0
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since the photodetector current is proportional to the

absolute difference between the two input frequencies, equa-

tíon (9) is more accurately written as:-

f.
2.v

Py sin e

Ài
D

and the LDV is therefore seen to be incapable of resolving

the sign of the velocity component. In oscillatory or

high turbulence flows, such a restric--ion would be prohibi-

tive and it, is for these applications that a bias frequency

needs to be Provided.

Referring to equation (8) , if fi, I f', then the flow

reversal just described would resulL in a frequency variation

with respect to a bias frequencY, f¡ (equal to the difference

is therefore modifiedbetween f and f Equation (8)
It l_

t'o:
2

(r0 )

(1r)

fD= (f
I¡

f.)
Lá

t '"rI-. sin e

Ài

or -D f sin 0
b

and the system is now capable of resolving the directional

ambiguity.

A number of different techniques for providing a

suitable bias frequency for this method of removing the

directional ambiguity are described in chapter 3. It should

also be noted, however, that recent work, such as that of

Müller (Lg74), suggests an alternative method to the bias

frequency technique whereby two photodetectors are used to

determine the flow direction by a comparison of the phase

difference in the two heterodyned signals '



2.2.2 Fringe Mode Geome!¡y

Using the same notation,

illustrated in Figures (Ib) and

p
9i

r2

e
-51

e

18.

mode configuration

similarly analysed.

the

(3)

fringe

may be

As was the case in reference mode, the LDV in fringe

mode uses a focal volume formed by the intersection of two

light beams. Tn this case, the intensities of both beams are

approximately equal and the focal volume may be considered

to consist of a series of interference bands of consecutive

light and dark fringes. As the particles following the flow

enter the focal volume and cross the fringes, the light is

scattered from both the incident beams and is detected by a

photosensitive device placed at any convenient location. One

of the main advantages of the fringe mode operation is the

independence of observed Doppler frequency and photodetector

location. This independence is ind.icated by the following

analysis of Figure (3).

(e. - e. )'-Il -U
Vp

v
#2

#t

-ô_t2

-sz
Fig. 3b.

3. Fringe Mode GeometrY

S2

ô
- at

0

eot

e

ee
í2

Fig. 3a.
Figure

For f ringe mode, f rom Figure ( 3a) and equation (4') ,

f f

pV

Srfo

=l
À

(e
' '-Sr
a

ô
-L2

where f
S2

+ f L2

(12)



and

but ô
-st

D
(eor f. ir

(g", gir)'tp * fi,f
S1

t
Ài
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( 13)

(1a¡

(1s)

Therefore; fo

-ô- -Sz
Ifp (gi, gir)'Yp * $i,

hence

9ir)'YP * fu

fir)
Ài

L

T
À

From Figure (3b),

(9i, :i2)'Yp = 2 sino'vp 'cos (eo -0).

hence À.L
t) tp sin Q'sin e + f'b

For the same reasons as were advancer-l for the previous

analysis, the most general form of equation (14) is given by:

!.
Þ

2.v sin 0Py
À1

which is identical to equation (11) for the reference mode

configuration. It should now be noted, however, that the

Doppler frequency expressed in equation (13) is independent

of the scattering angle and hence the position of the photo-

detector. This independence and the provision of maximum

signal to noise ratio for single particle scattering constitute

the major practical ad.vantages of th9 fringe mode configuration'

2.2.3 Dopp Ier Mode GeometrY

FortheDopplermoclegg¡fj.quration,thefocalvolume

is illuminated with a single intense beam and the detector

receives light from two apert.ures in a field stop. This

technique is illustrated in Figures (1c) and (4) and may be

fo I

+rD-
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pv
analysed in the following way:

Fig. 4a.
Figure 4 Doppler

From Figure (4a),

-e
-92 -51

(ee'- sr Sz

Fig. 4b.
Mode GeometrY

f À.
a

(g=, p
r

-I

p . cos (90-q¡ , from Figure 4b,

sin Q

pv
e
-S¡

: I e
-52

e

f.

f

(e'-S 
1

hence f

cL
S¡
I
I.I

(e'-sr l_

sinO . v

sin0
À.

l_

. sin0

D S2
f

2

(r6)

V
l_

eI
l_

).yp +e

9=r)'Yp

I

D

but e ).v-s2'-P
2.vpD

i.e. f
D

It can be seen from this analysis that the observed

Doppler frequency is a function of the scattering an91e, 0, and

hence will be dependent upon the position of the photodetector

and the apertures in the field stop. The Doppler mode also

differs from the reference and fringe configurations in that

only one incident beam is used and hence no fringe pattern

is established in the focal volume. This implies that no

bias frequency can be imposed on the Doppler signa1 and hence

the technique is incapable of detecting bidirectional flows.

For applications where this is not important, however, the

simplicity and ease of alignment of the Doppler mode constitute

significant practical advantages.

,:IT
À.

l-

(17)
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Although the systems described above have been

analysecl for the forward scat.tering mode, back scattering

configurations, where the light ís collected at an angle

great.er than 90o from the incident beam direction, are also

commonly used. These techniques are useful for long range

anemometry and for applications where access to only one side

of the test section is available. The major disadvantage with

back scatteríng techniques is a reduction of the signal

strength by up to two orders of magnitude over a comparable

forward scattering sYstem.

2.3 DISÎRIBUTION OF LIGHT II.I THE FOCAL VOLUME.

As described by Durst and lrlhitelaw (1971), the light

intensity distribution in the region of interference between

two focused Gaussi an light beams may be descri-bed by the

function: -
Ez
Er

4t2 ,,2(-r-)l (lB)
ô2

E2p

p

E 2 tI+ +2( ).cos ( y sinO ) exp
o À

where E is the light intensity at any point P in the volume'

Eo is the light intensity at the geometric centre of the

volume

Er rEz are the intensities of the two incident beams.

y is the clistance of P from the central axis

and 0 is the half angle between beams '

Assuming cif fraction limited optics , ô, the ra'1ii of the beam

waists at the e-l points for each of the beams in the focal

plane may be determined from diffraction theory and expressed

Tf
AS:

$= ÎD
(1e),
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r^rhere f. is

Dis

and À is

the

the

the

focal length of the lens

e-t diameter of the unfocussed laser beam

incident wavelength.

Since the beam edges occur at approximately 2D, the

Gaussian f number for the lens may be defined as

Ê
EI-2D (20)

(2L)

and equation

as the

centre

of the

(19) may alternatively be written as:

2- 
^.rô 'fi

The region of intersection

polygon ABCD in Figure (5) 
'

and e and e are the unit
-l -2

two light beams.

is illustrated schematicallY

where O is the geometric

vectors in the direction

(22)

has maximum contrast

separation between

e
Y

B\^7 I

t
A

D

L

Figure 5. Reqion of fntersection

Solution to equation (I8) has been sought for the three

special conditions when:

ê2

(a) E1 = Ezi

intensity and equation

For this condition'

and is illustrated

the incident beams are of equal

simplifies to:

cos2 ( y sin0) . exp (- Pir

i. e.

(18)

2r¡
À

the fringe pattern

: 4F.zo
2
pE

in Figure (6a). The
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fringes is given by the relationship:

fl=Ày=,=}u Q3l

and this configuration constitutes the fringe pattern for

laser Doppler systems operating in the fringe mode'

(b)Er>>Ez;Forthiscondition,thefringepattern

is still present but is much less clearly defined than for

the fringe mode above. The spatial separation of the fringes

is still given by equation (23) but a scattering parLicle

that traverses the focal volume wilI, fot this configuration,

produce a small fluctuating signal, superimposed on a relative-

Iy large DC component. This corresponds to the reference

beam mode where E1 is the scattering beam and E2 the reference

beam.

The intensity distribution for the reference mode is

illustrated in Figure (6b).

(c) Ez = 0'

(18) reduces to:

If only one beam is present, equation

E2p =82o exp ( _ l_)
ô2

(2+¡

which is the expression derived by Durst and whitelaw (1969)

for the light intensity distribution in the focal volume of a

Iens for an incident beam with Gaussian distribution' This

distribution is shorvn in Figure 1ec) from which it is obvious

that no interference fringe pattern is established'. A scatter-

ing particle that traverses this focal volume wilL produce a

Doppter frequency only when heterodyning occurs between scatter-

ed beams in two different directions. This configuration is

used by instruments operating in the Doppler mode'
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Although the light distribution within the focal

volume is different for each of the three modes described,

the nature of the Doppler signal derived from a scattering

particle is similar. As the particle traverses the focal

volume, the heterodyne process produces a "Doppler burst",

schematically represented in Figure 7, where the envelope

curve results from the Gaussian intensity distribution of

the light in the focal volume and the carrier signal con-

stitutes the Doppler frequency for the moving particle.
Acceptance
Threshold

i (t) i (r)

tt
Fig.7a.

Figure 7

Fig. 7b .

Typical Doppler Signals.

f,n the case of the reference and. fringe modes, where inter-

ference fringes "exist" in the focal volume, each period of

the Doppler signal may be considered as corresponding to the

motion of the particle through an interference fringe.

Determination of the Doppler frequency and a knowledge of the

fringe spacing will therefore immediately yield the normal

component of the particle velocity. For the Doppler mode,

the particle velocity is determined from the geometry of

Figure (4) and the application of equation (I7).
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2.4 FURTHER OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.4.L Focal Volume Size

Although it was claimed in Table I that the sensing

volume of the LDV and hot wire anemometer were comparable'

these smalI measurement volumes may only be achieved for

the LDV by an appropriate selection of transmitting and

receiving optical comPonents.

Assuming that the focusing of the laser beams at the

focal volume is diffraction Limited, equation (19) defines

the beam radii at the e-r points as ô = H . If a total

beam diameter of 4ô is assumed to include all of the light

energy, the dimensions of the region of intersection of

Figure (5) are determined as follows:

0r = 4ô

r=#
t= (¡)

õõæ

(241

As a typical example, for À = 632'gnm; f = 75 nìm;

þ=2mmandQ=20¡
$=7.55um; 9" =865um; f =30um

since the calculation was for the total light energy

in the two incident beams, tþe effective focal volume will'

in practice, be smaller than these dimensions. This results

from the requirement to set some form of acceptance threshold

on the Doppler burst in order to exclude the random noise that

is detected during the period when no scattering particle is

traversing the focal volume. This implies that only the

centre-most portion of the focal volume is used for actual
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signal detectÍon

of intersection are thereby reduced.

Although timitation of the region of intersection is

a Very useful way of reducing the effective probe volume,

this technique cannot be used for the Doppler mode and will

not prevent spectral broadening due to Doppler scattering from

the incident beams outside of the region of intersection.

It is clear, therefore that a further restriction on the

sensing volume is necessary and that this restriction must

be provided by an appropriate selection of the receiving

optical components.

and the effective dimensions of the region

Figure (B) shows a typical configuration

lection of scattered 1i9ht over an aperture with

radius of (A+^A) at a distance s from the focal

for the col-

a maxl-mum

volume .

see Fig. 8b.
pinhole,

radius r

1o

r--

L_

As -As

s

S

l\

í \
A_AA

A+AAA

f
Sr

Sz

Fig. 8a
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Fis. Bb.

geometry

can be

Y

o

B

X1

for thin lenses and the

following relationships

X2
f

S1

S T

S-

5,2

Fiqure B-; Receiving OPtics

Assuming no spherical aberration in the lens at the origin O'

the effect of the pinhole of radius r placed at a distance =,

in the image space is to restrict the object field in the

paraxial direction to the region (s+as) to (s-Às). Any

ray emanating from the focal volume and' passing through the

maximum aperture of radius A+AA will also pass through the

pinhole. A ray emanating from any other point in the object

space wilt not pass through the pinhole restriction.

Using the lens formula

of Figures (8a) and (8b) ' the

established: -

I
5*Às

I

111
-+-:-s's'f

11' sí f
11's'zfs-Às

(25)



tanc=

tanB=
tanY=

A+AA
s+^'ã
A+ôA-r
A-AAT

A-AA
FTã

r

28.

(26t

and

But

t
}cl
r.
x2

These equations may be rearranged to give:

However (s'z si ) (xr + xz); hence

X¡

where s-l

rsÍ
A+AA

f (s+Às)
sTÃs- and s'2

2(2
xs'z

A-AA

f (s-Âs)
sTs-

. r f (s-As)
L 

-.+

' (A-^A) (s-As-f )

I
ril={l l

( s-As)
IA-ÀÃ)

I
t sTãs:El + (27',)

Expansion and simplification of equaLion (27) yields

r (28)

(2e)

hence the total lengùh of the focal volume will be given by:-

As tano,

L - focal volume
length

and the Gaussian f number for the

2r
=-a tanc

Notv' tancr =

lens, hence:

L= 2 rs (s-f)
Af

2r s (s-f F

* = F,â
S

(30)

In addition to this limitation on the object field

Iength, the effective focal volume may also be reduced in
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thickness by considering diffraction limited optics for the

receiving aperture. As for the incident beams, the minimum

waist radius of the scattered beam is given by equation
t€(f9) as ô" = # at the e-r po-ints. The thickness of the

effective scattering volume will therefore be limited to

. 4Àf (31)t= ffi,
where f is the focal length of the receiving lens and 2A

is the diameter of the receiving aperture'

To evaluate equations (30) and (31) with the following

typical figures:

f =1I, f - 3.5cm; r= l2'5um; and s= l0clrlr

it can be seen that the length of the sensing volume is limited

to: -62x12.5x10 10-3.5 xlIxI0
L

i.e.1,

white the minimum possible thickness is given by:-

. 2.\T-n 4.43um

It is clear therefore that the actual sensing volume for Lhe

LDV will be the area of overlap shown in Figure (9) and the

dimensions wiII be determined by the smaller of the evaluations

of equations (241 , (30) and (31). These focal volume

dimensions, for typical pract.ical figures, compare favourably

with the size of material Probes'

FromFigure(9),itisobviousthattheoptimum

operating cond,ition for the fringe and reference modes will

occur when the object fietd rest.riction due to the pinhole

just overlaps the region of intersection of the two incident
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t
\

e

//r

2a

T.

Figure 9. Effective Focal Volume Size

beams. For this to occur, the location of the pinhole in the

image space is critical and, although from Figure (8b) it

is obvious that it should be located at the position of mini-

mum focus, the distance s; may be determined analytically

from equations (25) and (26) by solving the set of simul-

taneous equations:

y = -(+t" + (A-^A)

y = (Aþ441x (A+^A)

when Y = randx=+

Substituting the appropriate values of y and x,

r= _ (A-AA)
sí

.s r + (a-la¡ (A+^A)-E- (A+^A)

. (s-Às-f) l

s.r

Hence s'tr
(A+AA)'------

St
(A-^A)
---r-Sz l- 2A+

(A+AA)
f(.s+As)

(A-^A)
l_. e. +r . (s*Às-f) + f ( s-As

Asain, since [Hì
(A-AA)
( s-As )

A
S

equation (ff¡ may be simPlified to

tanq ,

2A
( 31)
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(32',1si

The presence of a pinhole of radius t at a distance

s' from the lens in the object field will therefore reduce
r

the effectíve focal volume to the region (s-As) to (s+As)

and will render the photodetector insensitive to light

scattered from any other point in the object field. This is

ofparticularimportanceinboththeDopplermode,where

scattering can occur from any point along the incident laser

beam, and the fringe and reference modes where a decrease in

SNR will result from scattering outside the focal volume'

2.4.2 OPtimum Part icle Specifications

In order that an LDV produce a signaI, it is necessary

that a scattering partj-cle of suitable characteristics be

present in the focal volume. If the concentration of such

particles is sufficiently high, the probabi.lity of there

being at, Ieast one scattering particle in the focal volume

is uníty and the output of the LDV is a continuous signal'

If this probability is less than unity, the Doppler signal is

discontinuous and is characterized by bursts of frequency

information. A discussion of the special problems that result

from this "signal dropout" is presented in later sections'

For the purpose of producing a suitable Doppler

signal, a scattering particle has two main properties' In

the first instance, the motion of the particle should accurate-

ty represent the localised fluid velocity and secondly, the

particle must have a sufficiently high scaÈtering cross sect'ion

in order that a large SNR may be obtained. The properties

of the particle may therefore be discussed in terms of both
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fl.uid dynamic and scattered intensity limitations.

In order that the motion of a particle may accurately

describe the turbulent nature of the fluid flow, it must have

an inertia that is sufficiently smalt to allow the time lag

between its motion and that of the fluid to be significantly

Iess than the period of the highest frequency component of

the fluid turbulence. In contrast to this requirement for

small scattering centres' the particles must be sufficiently

Iarge to provide negligible spectral broar.lening due to particle

Brownian motion. The optimum particle size for each applica-

tion is clearly therefore a matter of compromise and has

indeed been the subject of a great deal of discussion in the

Iiterature.

A resume of the results of Hjelmfelt and Mockros

(1966) for the equation of motion of spherical particles in

an incompressible fluid is presented by smits (1974) where,

under certain conditions, the motion of the particle may be

described bY the equation:-

dv^4dr-

in v¡hich v
P̂

v¡
v

dp

and .gn 
r 
9¡

+ Ig"Pt. (vp-vf) = o ß21
d2. op'p

represents absolute particte velocity

represe-nts absolute fluid velocity

represents fluid kinematic viscosity

represents Particle diameter

represent particle and fluid densities respectively'

In transfer-function form, (32) becomes

I
I+Ms

t v-rP
v (33)
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vrhere ancl s is the Laplacian oPerator-

If it is assumed that the maximum angular turbulence

frequency is om, the error generated due to particle inertia

may be designated e and approximated by the following

expression:

' I I 't\
e = r-LE.tçll"tl tttl

This equation may be used to set an upPer limit on the particle

size for a particular flow applícation where the particle

velocity differs by -< nE from the fluid velocity at the maxi-

mum turbulence frequencY.

For example, for water droplets in air with a maximum

turbulence f requency of 20KHz and an inertial lag of -< 2*,

the maximum droplet size is given by:-

I I \< 0.02

Rearranging this formula and substituting the appropriate

values gives d IUm. Similar calculations maY be
Pmax

performed for other fluid flow applications'

As proposed by Becker, Hottel and williams (L967),

when the size of the particle is comparable with the molecular

mean free path, a modification to the constant M in terms of

the cunningham correction factor is required as follows:

M ?p'on'[r+K'þ18v 9¡ -P
l ( sa¡

where K is the cunningham constant. and 1,* is the molecul-ar

mean free path. This corz',.,:cti.ou :an i>e important in low

pressure flows where the mean free path is relatively long.



In general, the lower size limit for scattering

particles is determined by the sensitivity of the optical

components of the LDV rather than the fluid dynamic limita-

tions, but, if the mean sguare Brownian displacement of a

particle is determined bY:

34.

(34)

(3s)

¡,1¡'- 4 RT
eññ-. an

ot

vrhere R is the gas constant,

T is the absolute temPerat'ure;

N is Avogadrots number;

n is viscositY;

p

and t time;

practical investigations indicate negligible spect'ral

broadening for particles with a d'iameter > 0'2Um'

Although the fl-uid dynamic restrictions allow a

relatively large variation in particle size, the scattering

characteristics of particles in the fluid medium, âs deter-

mined from classical Mie theory, strongly favour Èhe larger

scattering centres. l'lazumder (L972) summarizes the results

of Mie scattering for an optically istropic spherical particle

in the expression:-

r(e)
ro

Àå .(ir + iz)
8n2.R2

where I(e) is the intensity of the scattered beam at an angle

0 from the incident beam Ioi Ào is the original wavelength;

R is the distance to the point of observation and i¡ and' íz

are intensity functions having solutions in the form of an

infinite series of Bessel and Hanke1 functions and Legendre
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polynomials of the síze parameter ( = n=dp), refractive
À

index and the Mie coefficients of the elSctric and magnetic

waves.

llaking the approximation that i1 = iz for a poly-

disperse aerosol, equation (35) simplifies to

I (0)
trot. to . No. Ao . [ir ]

4 it2

where Nn is the number of scattering particles within the

sensing volume; 
^O 

is the solid angle subtended by the receiv-

ing aperture and Io is the power density of the incident

beam at the scattering zone-

For forward scattering at very low angles, i'e'g = Oo'

an estimation of the scattered i-ntensity at a distance R from

the focal volume is given bY:

NI (o =o) (37 )

(36)

dtrp
2

1T K 2

Sa I o
p

64*'.Àå

where K" is the scattering coefficient and is a function

of the refractive index and the size parameter of the scatter-

ing particle. This equatiorr clearly indicates the strong

dependence of I (g ) on particte size and illustrates why it

may be assumerl that particles that are srnall enough to be

effected by Brownian motion contribute only a negligible

amount to the total scattered intensity'

Althougtr this dependence is of significant advantage

in reducing the spectral bandwidth for any one measurement,

if should also be remembered that the number of particles

that are large enough to lag the flow by an appreciable amount

should be kept as small as possible because of their dispro-

portionate contribution to the detected signal'
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2.4.3 Spectral Broadening

Although it would appear from equation (1) that the

Doppler frequency shift for any one particle traversíng the

focal volume is readily defined in terms of the scattered and

incident $rave vectors and the particle component velocity'

the detected Doppler frequency is, in practice, subjected

to significant instrument - broadening. The major sources

of this frequencY broadening are:-

(1)

(2)

and (3)

aperture broadening

spread due to finite signal lifetime'

frequency spread d.ue to velocity grad'ients in

the focal volume.

As will be discussed in later sections, this spectral

broadening is a severe limitation to the accuracy of frequen-

cy domain analysis techniques because of the uncertaint'y in

centre frequency determinations. of the large number of

suggestions that have been made for the reduction of these

spectral linewidths, the following analyses are pertinent to

this investigation.

(a) erture broadeni

Recalling equation (6), it will be remembered that

the dependence of fo on the scattering angle was ignored

for the purpose of establishing an equation for the photo-

detector current, i(t). Dimotakis (1975) has indicated that'

in practice, for the reference mode, heterodyning occurs over

a small solid angle defined in terms of the reference beam

cross section, the photosensitive area of the photodetector

and the pinhole aperture size. Equation (6) should therefore



be replaced by an integral over the effect'ive receiver

aperture and hence:-

37.

(3e)

i (r)

0D

where K =

K// --

ç;+rl
a

L(R: ) ' (cot 0o
T + cos rp' tanQ )

"Il
A

t>r\?(x,y) + Er (x,y) 'E= (x ,Y,E,l
. cos (ulrt-ur= (x rY) 't +0 ) I 'dx'dY

2t<

with the assumptions that Er(xrY) = Er and E=(x,y't) =

Es(t); for small circular apertures, the solution to equation

(38) yields:

Àt¡ afo--'î--rD

Kr=

Rr= receiver dist'ance from scattering volume

a receiver aperture radiust

and 0, O and r! are given bY Figure 10 '

In practice it is possible to reduce afp to a very

small value by reducing the receiver aperture radius âr,

provided that the corresponding reduction in detected signal

intensity can be tolerated.

fu.,e (sin rP tanQ)
ro
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Figure 10: Reference-scatter Detection Geometry

(From Dímota-kis (1975) ) .

(b) SignaI Lifetime

The spectral broadening that results from a finite

signal lifetime is, to a large extent, dependent upon the

average particle density. If it is assumed that the scatter-

ing particte number density is n and the size of the focal

volume is V"rtlten nV">l implies thaLr or average' more than

one particle is present in the focal volume at any one time

and nV"<1 implies discontinuous Doppler bursts.

For nV.>I, the signal will, in general, be continuous

but, due to phase variations between particles ' will exhibit

amplitude modulation. In terms of a frequency spectrum, this

represents a spectral broadening with a spread of frequencies,

Âf¡r equal to twice the maximum modulating frequency, centred

on the carrier frequency fD.

ar

oL

u

X

e2

uN

For nV"<lr it is well known that a burst of a single
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frequency fo that is modulatecl by a slowly varying envelope

witl- have a power spectrum centred on fo with a frequency

spread of t fD ; where N is the number of cycles enclosed by
N

the envelope function.

In both of these cases, it is significant to note

that the spectral broadening occurs only as a result of a power

spectrum analysis and that the actual detected signal contains

onty the particle Doppler frequency information. spectral

broadening due to finite lransit times for scattering particles

through the focal volume is therefore a function of the signal

processing elements rather than the scattering process itself'

(c) Velocity Gradients

The frequency spread arising from the finíte size of

the sensing volume can be determined by a comParison of the

effective probe length and the expected average spatial

velocity gradient in the fluid at' the point of measurement'

In order to minimize the spectral broadening due to velocity

gradients, the length of the effective focal volume should

be significanÈIy less than the small scale turbulence in the

flow. If this requirement cannot be met, then it' is possible

to determine the frequency spread from the following expres-

sion: -

Àfo

E
dv
Ax ) ..c( (40)

\r

where, with reference to Figure (9),

v is the average velocity in the Y direction.

f. is the ef fective prokre lengtir

and tåil is the change in v over the probe length 9"
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Ingeneral,thisspectralbroadeningmayoftenbe

reduced to a very small value by decreasing the size of the

effective scattering volume. However, fOX high turbulence

measurements, where the length of the focal volume may well

be comparable with the Kolmogorov lengths, significant'

broadening may result. It is important to note that, unlike

signal lífetime broadening, the spread due to velocity gradi-

ents in the focal volume is independent of the signal proces-

sing method and must therefore be seen as a possible

timitation to the LDV technique.

2.5 DIRECTIONAL ALIASI NG V{ITH FRfNGE ANEMOMETERS

Although the effects of the three major sources of

spectral broadening are not additive and the Doppler line

width is dictated by the largest ind.ividual source, the con-

ditions required to minimize each of the effects are mutually

contradictory in that, to reduce the spectral broadening due

to aperture size and velocity gradients in the focal volume,

the focal volume should be as small as pclssible while the

spectral broadening due to the finiie signal lifetime is

proportional a" * and therefore requires that N, the number

of fringes crossed, be as large as possible' Clearly a

compromise solution is required and one such technique is

to accept only those particles that cross a minimum number of

fringes, Nmirr, in the focal volume and to reject all other

Doppler signals. This has the advantage of increasing the

sNR by rejection of all signals that are either smaller than

the acceptance threshold (see Figure 7) or shorter than the

minimum alLowable signal lifetime such as those that result

from a particle just skirting the edge of the focal volume'
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It is unfortunate, however, that when the fringes in the focal-

volume are stationary, thís technique also introduces signal

aliasingr âs can be seen from the following analysis:

Figure (1I) represents one half of the focal volume'

where: -
t

!"

w

d

= total thickness

= total length
: beam width

: fringe spacing

- half angle of scattering beamand e

Y

0

-p

Nd

B

o

Figure 11. Effective Focal Volume

If a minimum number of N fringes are to be crossed., then the

effective scattering volume is reduced to a cylinder of radius

OB and height Nd, as shown in the above diagram. Particles

that travel through the centre of the focal volume therefore

require a sufficientty large y velocity component in order

that at least ) tti"ses be crossed in the region shown. The

angle of inclination between the Y axis and the velocity

t
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vector of a partict", yp, can therefore be no greater than a

maximum value, Qma*, if the Doppler signal for that particle

is to be accepted. The solid angle, CI will always be less

than 2¡ steradians and it is therefore possible that a measure-

ment of the ensemble average of tÌ¡e y velocity component for

the whole of the flow may be biased because the LDV is insen-

sitive to particles that have a longitudinal velocity com-

ponent less than a preset minimum value.

For any one measurementr êD absolute evaluation of

the error due to this aliasing is very difficult because it

presupposes a knowledge of the distribution of the velocity

components. It is reasonable, however, to assume that fot

turbulent flow, fl, the solid angle of acceptance should be as

close to 2r as possible. with reference to Figures (11)

and (L2), Q may be evaluated as follows:-
Nd ,l

2Lan0t

Nd_T

(

A

9"

z

z

Fig. L2a.

O Figure 12. So1id Angle of Acceptance

Nd ; hence BC
Nd

ÀB
2

and OB

CI is therefore defined by the expression:-

Fi9.12b

tan0.2

Nd.
tanO

.9"

'2 2 )

fì 2tr tf l

Ndwhere Z
(L Nd I

tanO'

( 41)
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If it is required that o be within nt of 2t¡, the

critical bea.m dimensions may be determined as follows:

For the error to be < Dt t

t1 6fu¡Ð '. (1-n) , which, by transposition

gaves : -
n (=k)7'(

Hence \<k

a.e. Ndt

w
iln0

À henceBut 9,= and fl= ffi,

'ryt*. st la2l

where w is the beam wid,th, N is the total number of fringes

to be crossed, 0 is the half beam angJ-e and k =1çfrr¡t, where

n is the aliasing error.

As a sample calculation, for n = o.o2 (i.e. error < 2È),

lif =4fringes; Q=2o and|=632.8nm:

I
F - *or* e'

4x0. 6328
2

100umI
h7 n

are: -
L man

!

mln

MI .02

This implies that the minimum beam width to ensure a solid

angle of acceptance equal to 0.98 x 2t¡ steradian is 100Um

and that the corresponding minimum focal volume dimensions

r00
êñz
r00
cosZ

2.86 mm

l00umand

From this it follows that fringe anemometers that use
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stationary fringes in the focal volume wiII:-

(a) 
:ï:.:.;ï.:::"::';:::.::,::",:":"i::;:':"::,
volume,

or (b) be susceptible to significant di:rectional

aliasing errors if the effective focal volume

is reduced in size,

or (c) suffer significant spectral broadening due to

finite signal lifetime if N, the number of

required fringe crossings, is reduced.

Although it is possible to compromise these conditions under

certain circumstances, the full potential of the laser Doppler

technique can only be realized if the fringes in the region

of interaction are set in mot.ion and made to scan the focal

volume by providing a difference in frequency between the two

incident beams. This corresponds to the fO term in equatj-on

(11), where the fringes, with spacing d, have a velocíty vf

given by

v-
T

= d.fb (43)

to scan in the same or opposite direction

the mean flow direction.
can be made

respect to

If the fringes are made to scan the focal volume, the

directional aliasing problem just described may be removed

entirely, for even if a particle is stationary in the focal

volume, fringes will be crossed at a rate equal to fU and

hence the y velocity components of aII particles traversing

the focal volume will be detected. with this configuration,

it is therefore possible to reduce the size of the effective

focal volume to the minimum values indicated in previous

and

wittr
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sections and still require that a preset number of fringes

be crossed. optical frequency biasing therefore provides

a technique for simultaneously reducing t'he spect'ral broaden-

ing due to velocity gradients in the focal volume and finite

signal lifetimes.

whereas the reguirement for N fringe crossings in the

stationary fringe configuration implied that the partícle

velocity vector mustlie within a solid angle of acceptance o,

the same requirement for the moving fringe configuration can

be shown to j-mpose an upper limit to the maximum detectable

fluid velocity. simply stat.ed, this limit'at'ion requires that

T, the transit time for a particle crossing the focal volume'

be sufficiently long for at least N fringes, moving with a

velocity vrr to be crossed while the particle is within the

focal volume. The maximum particle velocity that is indicated

by this limitation is also dependent upon whether the fringes

are moving in the same or opPosite direction with respect

to the mean fluid flow

with reference to Figure (13), for a particte crossing

the geometric centre with a specific particle velocity lYpl'

the minimum transit time, rmin, wi1l. occur when 0 = Q and the

corresponding maximum particle velocity will be given by

lypl
L.

max T nu-n

Assuming that the distance oB is ress than f , if a

total of N fringes are to be crossed, the fringe pattern must

move a distance BD in the transit time T, hence

r. = g BD
min TÇT*.* = lyt I
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(4+¡

( 45)

fV

v
Nd

2

-p

!

'/z

L. c
e o

0

Figure 13. Focal Volume with l4oving Fringes

Now OA = Î,'and L' t
2

cos 0 , hence OB = 1í cos g

andBD:( Nd
2

cos 20 
)

0

| "o"'o
t
z

lYnl*.* = l- lyrl
(ry - þos'o )

Using the relationships t w
cos0 I d-

equation (44) may be rewritten as:vf = fb'dt

V-p

Yp

max

max

N

VI

\À/ S nf b

By way of example, if 0 : 20, w = 25pm, N = 4; fb = 30 MHz

and À - 632.Bmm

600 m/s

A similar analysis for the configuration where the

fringes are moving in the.same d.irection as the mean fluid

flow yields the following relationship for the maximum detec-

table velocity:

lYn l^.* = r¡ t#, (46)
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which, under the same circumstances as above, gives

6 25xI0 -6
30x10 x 187.5 m/s

max 4lypl

Thus it is clear thatrif either a large number of fringe

crossings are to be counted, ot a very small focal volume is

required, the bias frequency, fb, should be as high as

possible, commensurate with the frequency response of the

processor and the scattered tight intensity, in order not to

restrict the range of the detector. The maximum practicable

bias frequency for these applications may be determined by an

analysis of the average scattered light intensity, given by

equation (37), as follows:-

using the example from section 2.4.2 with water drop-

lets in airr ê[ optimum particle size of dn = lum was esta-

blished. For water particles in -the range 0.5 to lum, K"

has an approximate value of 2 fox | = 632.8 nm and if ft =

50cmrNp=Iandtheincidentlaserbeampo\âleris3mw

focussed to an airy disc diameter of 100um, the scattered

intensity per particle, r(0=o), is approximately 2'Avw/

particle. since the energy of an optical photon at | = 632'8nm

ís 3.14 x Io-19 Joules, this average tight intensity corres-

ponds to a photon rate of 7.6 x tO12 photons per second

Assuming a typical value of 58 for the quantum efficiency of

the detector, the corresponding average photo-cathode current

is 3.8 x 1011 electrons per second, i.e. 61n4. Although

this average signal current is sufficient for signal detection

and demodulation the maximum optical bias frequency is limited

by the nur¡J¡er of photons collected within any one cycle of

the Doppler signal. For the above example' if fb = 30MHz'

the period of the Doppler signal is 30ns, within which an
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average of IIT4OO photo electrons will be generated' Quanti-

zation effects should not therefore be apparent fcr this ap-

plication but if back-scatter techniques or sub-micron par-

ticles are used a reduction of the scattered light intensity

by two to three orders of magnitude may be experienced' An

increase in incident 1aser power or a decrease in the optical

biasfrequencywouldthereforebenecessaryinorderto

accurately define the Doppler signal' even though the average

signal current may appear to be adequate'

Fromtheforegoingdiscussions,itisobviousthat

the selection of the operating parameters for an LDV is not

a straightforward process and almost invariably involves a

compromise between focal volume dimensions; sNR; maximum

turbulence f:iequencies and maximum fluid velocities' However'

once a specific application has been delineated, it' is possible

to optimize the constraints to provide significant advantages

over conventionar techniques in most practical apprications

provided that some form of optical frequency biasing is used

to reduce the size of the effective focal volume and to allow

the resolution of bidirectional or oscillatory flows'
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CHAPTER THREE

OPTICAL METHODS OF F ENCY BIASING

SUI4MARY

As indicated in the previous chapter, the ability

of the LDV to resolve bidirectional velocities constituÈes

a major advantage of this technique over hot-wire anemometer

and other rnaterial probe techniques. In addition, the use

of moving fringes in the focal volume removes the aliasing

problem assocíaÈed with fringe anemometers and allows the

effective probe volume to be minimized without decreasing the

sNR. These significant advantages have prompted the research

of a number of methods for optical frequency biasing and this

chapter provides a summary of some of the currenËty available

techniques together with the results of this authorrs investi-

gations.

Thetechniquesarebroadlycategorizedasfollows:-

Mechanical SYstems

Magneto-oPtic Techniques

Electro-oPtic Devices

Acousto-oPtic Devices

and it is concluded that, for high velocit'y f lows, the

acousto-optic cell ís the most suitable technique, since it'

offers a high conversion efficiency at suitable bias frequen-

cies for a modest input power requirement'

The design criteria and performance specifications of

a 30MHz, hrater filled Bragg cell consÈructed by this author are

also included in this chaPter.
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3.I MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Atthough it is the case that any scattering, other

than pure reflection, from a moving surface may be used to

provide a freguency bias by the Doppler effect, mechanical

systems generally use some form of rotating diffraction

grating in order to enhance the scattered light intensity in

one or mor.e particular directions. Common configurations

are shown in Figure L4, where the diffraction grating is either

mounted on the periphery of a rotating disc or ruled radially

from the centre to form either a transmission or reflection

grating. Mazumder (L972) has reported that a high density

optical encoder d.isc may be satisfactorily used as a transmis-

sion grating but higher diffraction efficiencies may be achieved

if the grating is blazed to enhance diffraction into one

particular order.

2
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Figure 14c.
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For any diffraction grating, the grating formula:

nÀ = 2d sin or, (47)

is valid, where n is the order of the diffracted beam; À

is the incident wavelength; d is the grating spacing and en

is the angle of diffraction of the nth order beam.

For both of the abo'¡e systems, the Doppler shift

between the nth order diffracted beam and the incident beam

may be derived from the original Doppler equation , ví2,

fp

and shown,

gram to be

fp

(9" - gi)'Y

from the geometry of the corresponding vector dia-

is the unit vector in the direction of the n

diffracted order

is the unit vector of the incident beam

th
where gs

n

and is the surface velocity of the grating at the

point of incidence.

using the expression for sin0r, as derived from the diffrac-

tion grating formula, equation (48) may be rewritten as:

f t
(4e )

tr
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(48)
t

n

v. sin 0r.,

T

Ie

v

nv
ÃD

orfo=tä

where o is the angular frequency and r the radius of the

rotating disc.

The sign of the Doppler shift, âS indicated by equation

(4g) is dependent upon whether the positive or negative

diffracted orders are heterodyned with the incident' beam' In
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practice, significant advantages may be obtained by using

both the positive and negative orders since twice the Doppler

frequency shift is obtained for a given surface velocity and

the symmetry, phase and polarization of the diffracted

beams are retained. Other advantages of these mechanical

systems include the abitity to obtain any bias frequency

without changing the orientation of the optical components

and the non critical nature of alignment procedures. Further-

more, one major disadvantage of rotating diffraction gratings,

i.e. the 1ow power transmissionr frây be overcome with the use

of bleach radial gratings , for which it is no\á/ possible to

recover and use up to 702 of the input power.

A symmetrical heterodyning system of the type shown

in Figure (fS) was initially used by the author, where a flexi-

ble diffraction grating of line density 13,400 lines per inch

\^ras mounted on the periphery of a 7.5 cm diameter, aluminium

disc. A small D.C. motor was used to rotate the disc with

an angular velocity of 240rpm and a bias freguency of approxi-

mately 0.5MHz \'üas observed.

IN Diode

-2

1+2

Fiqure l-5. Symmetrical Fleterodyning System
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Although reasonable success was achieved with this

technique, severe Problems $tere experienced vrith (a) disper-

sion of the diffracted beam due to irregularities in the

gratingr (b) very low diffraction efficiency, and (c)

lack of stability of the bias frequency due to variations

in the angular velocity of the disc. Attempts to stabilize

and servo-control the motor speed were moderately successful

but since the stability of the bias frequency is the basis

of the accuracy of the whole laser Doppler process, the

difficulty in achieving a constant reference frequency was

considered to outweigh the advantages of this and other

mechanical systems.

3.2 MAGNETO-OPTIC TECHNIQUES

of aII the methods for optical frequency biasing

investigated here, the use of a longitudinal magnetic field

in the laser cavity to produce Zeeman splitting of the spec-

tral lines is perhaps the most interesting and promising

method available for producing a constant frequency difference

between two coherent laser beams-

In the presence of a r^¡eak external magnetic field H,

discrete atomic energy levels are split into multiplets,

separated in energy by an amount AE, given by

ÂE = -U ' I-I (49)

where E is the external, applied magnetic field and I is

the nett magnetic moment vector, determined by the summation
Ìtg
ã- rÐ !iu + 

'Ð:i 
l

a

(s0)
L

for all the opticalty active electrons i. In the expression'



! is the orbital angular momentum

spin angular momentum vector; UB

t= 4fful and fi = * , where h is

s4.

vector; s is the electron

is the Bohr magneton

Planckr s constant.

When the external field is significantly less than

the atomic magnetic field (typically L Í{b/^z\ , the assumptions

of the normal Zeeman effect al1ow equation (49) to be written

AS

AE u

is the

B. H. g.mj - , Ut-,

total angular momentum quantum number and g

factor, which may be evaluated from the ex-

i'(i'+ 1) + s'(s-+ 1) L' (9,'+ r)
2 j' (j'+ 1)

míl
+l

0

-1

where

is the Lande g

mí
)

pressaon:

g= 1+

In the He-Ne laser, the important transition is the

Ne 2SZ + 2P q transition and in the presence of a longitu-

dinal magnetic field, the 2SZ energy leve1 is split into a

triplet and the 2PA energy level is split into a quintiplet'

as shown in Figure (16).

2S
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/
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16. Normal Zeeman
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Effect in He-Ne

g

Figure Laser Transition
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The effect of the Lande g factor is to determine the

actual separat.íon of the multiplets for each of the energy

levels and since they are approximately equal for the 2SZ

and ZPq levels in Ner âs reported by Paananen et aI (1963)'

the six transitions shown in Figure (16) that are allowed by

the serection rule o*í = t I actualry result in only two

spectral lines, vo +^v, corresponding to amj = -l and vo - ÂV,

corresponding to Âmj = +1' when viewed in a direction that

is parallel to the axis of the laser cavity, these two lines

have opposite circular polarization and, the resultant total

field is a linearly polarized wave oscil.lating at the average

of the two frequencies with the pla¡e of polarization rota-

ting at half the difference frequency. If observed through

a linear polarizer, the resultant wave will therefore aPpear

as an amplitude modulated, Iinearly polarized wave, indepen-

dent of the orientation of the linear polarizer and with a

frequency given bY:-

av = uB'H'g . 
^Í. 

(52 )T- ñÇ"

where af" and afN" are, respectively, the hatf wid.ths for

the laser cavity and Ne 2s2 * 2Pq transition frequencies'

Assuming that the induced frequency shift' Àv is

significantly less than the laser cavity mode separation, fc'

given by f 
" 

= &, where 1, is the length of the laser cavity

and c is the speed. of 1i9ht, inber-mode modulation will not

be apparent and the induced frequency shift will therefore

be linearly dependent upon the longitudinal magnetic field

intensity. Investigations wiLh a Metrologic, I.5mW, fixed

mirror, He-Ne laser indicated that a constant of proportion-

ality of approximately 7.SH2/AT/1¡ could be achieved when the
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laser cavity was enclosed within a long solenoid, through which

a relatively small direct current was passed. (These

results are consistent with the findings of other workers'

for example PaanarlêFr¡ where 
^fNe; 

Àf" and g were taken as

l03ugz; 0.33MHz and 1.3 respectively) '

The solenoid used to provide the longitudinal magne-

tic field consisted of 10oo turns of 22SWG wire, wound on

a former 10cm long and 2cm diameter. It was assumed that

the axial magnetic field intensity within the solenoid was

represented bY the relatíonshiP:

NIH=î (s3)

where n is the number of turns on the coil; I the current

in amperes; and L the tength of the coil in metres. Varia-

tion of the field current from o to 5A resulted in an observed

frequency shift, over the range o to 375KHz when detected

with a linear polarizer and a PIN photodiode. From this it

was possible to experimentally esti:nate 'the constant of

proportionalitY as 7SKHz/A.

ToseparatethetwoZeemanshiftedbeams,whichare

initially colinear, a combination of phase retardation and

linear polarizing plates was used. The two beams emerge with

opposite circular polarization and may be separated by con-

version of the circular polarization to linear polarization

with quarter and half-wavelength phase retardation plates'

The orthogonality of the direction of polarization of the

resultant beanrs enables either one of the beams to be selected

by suitable orientation of a plane polarizing plate. This

technique resulted in a very high conversion efficíency and

would therefore be suitabl-e for either fringe or reference
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mode operation.

Although excellent agreement between the theoretical

and experimental results was achievedrthe Zeeman splitting

technique unfortunatety suffers the following limitations:

(1) Unless very strong magnetic fields are used, in which

case the Paschen-Back effect will disrupt the normal

Zeeman separation, the maximum practicable frequency

shift is limited to approximately 2-2.5MH2. This

would be inadequate for high velocity flows requiring

a small focal volume but would be well suited to low

velocity flows or acoustics applications.

(21 The requirement for no polarization anisotropy pre-

cludes the use of laser tubes with Brewster angle'

windows anct virtualllz makes the use of internal mirrors

mandatory. since the reflecting surfaces for this

type of laser tube are inaccessible, cleanliness

and deterioration of the reflective coatings become

even more critical considerations and may in practice,

prove to be a considerable problem.

(3) The stability of the modulation frequency was found

to be very poor because of variations in the laser

cavity modes due to thermal fluctuations in the plasma

tube. Un1ess the laser can be stabilized and induced

to centre on one particular cavity mode, the relative

amplitudes of the two zeeman shifted beams and the

resultant frequency separation may vary in a psuedo-

random fashion. This w¿rs found to be particularly

obvious with the Metrologic laser since the mirrors
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were cement,ed onto the ends of the glass envelope.

Investigations with a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer

showed quite rapid changes in cavity modes for this

laser both during the initial !./arm-up period and after

several hours oPeration.

Thegravityoftheseproblemsisindicatedbythe

extent of the technological development sustained by Hewlett-

Packard in the production of the HP5525A Laser Interferometer

system, where single cavity mode operation is achieved by

servo-control of the laser ca'zity length. As reported by

Burgwald and Kruger (1970), the difference in intensity of

the two zeeman lines is taken as an error signal and used to

adjust the EFIT supply for a piezo-electric wafer on which one

of the internal mirrors is mounted. In this wâY' compensa-

tion is made for the small changes in the laser cavity length

that occur during and after the warm-up period and the laser

maintains a single centre frequency'

Although the problem of maintaining single cavity mode

operation would appear to present some technological diffi-

culties, it is stitl considered that the ability to continu-

ously control and vary the frequency shift; the high con-

version efficiency; the simplicity with which the Zeeman

lines may be separated and the relatively low input power

requj-rements are alt signiEicant advantages that recommend

this technique as one of the most attractive for providing

tow frequencY oPtical biasing.
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3.3 ELECTRO-OPTIC DEVICES

Electro-optic frequency shifting is based on the prin-

ciple of the reversal of the dj-rection of rotation of a

circularly polarized beam by a half-wave retardation plate'

If the ptate is rotated at a frequency f ' the frequency of

the emergent. beam is shifted by an amount 2f since the E

vector of the emergent beam is related to that of the inci-

dent beam by reflection about the axis of symmetry of the

retardation p1ate.

In practice, mechanicalrotation of a I elate at

sufficiently high speeds is impracticable for most applica-

tions and. the effect is simulated by the production of a

rotating electric field in a suitable medium. Kerr celIs,

such as those described by Buhrer et aI (1963) and Campbell

et aI (1971) have been successfully used, but the production

of a rotating field by means of a single four electrode

cell, in which two pairs of electrodes are fed by voltages

differing in phase by 90o, has a number of severe practical

disadvantages.

Drain and Ivloss (Lg72) have suggested that' a series of

conventional electro-optic cells arranged with various inclina-

tions and electrical phase differences would be a more effi-

cient nrethod cf reducing the losses that occur in the unwanted

sidebands in the presence of strong electrostatic or r'f'

fields. They conducted a computer simulation of the conver-

sion efficiency for a large number of cells with various

electrical phase differences and orientations and the results

suggested that the most economical combination is a configur-

,ation of four electro-optic cells at inclinations of 0
o
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45o ¡ 0o and 45o , excited by r .f.. f ields with phase dj-f f erences

of 0o; 90o; 0o and 90o respectively. Although an efficiency

of approximately 922 is predicted for this configuration, the

Kerr cells requíre accurate amplitude and phase regulation

of peak voltages in excess of several kv at radio frequencies'

These r.f.. power requirements may be significantly reduced

if liquid Kerr cells are used with a very high D'C' bias

voltage (typically 8kV), but the method still requires a

high degree of homogeneity in the ::efractive index of the

cell medium to avoid degradat.ion oi the spatial coherence of

the beam.

TheresultsofexperimentsconductedbyDrainandMoss

on two potassium dideuterium phosphate ceIls, which use the

longitudinal Pockels effect, and a specially constructed

three celt unit employing the Kerr effect in nitrobenzene

indicated disappointingly low maximum nominal efficiencies

of I0B and 232 respectively for a frequency shift of lMHz.

considering the difficulties in phasing and amplitude regu-

lation and the requirement for high alternating voltages'

the method is not considered to be a particularly suitable

technique for producing the higher bias frequencies (typical-

Iy lOMHz) required for a high resolution LDV'

3.4 ACOU STO.OPTIC DEVICES

Diffraction of light. by ultrasonic soundwaves was

predicted by Brillouin in Lg22 and first observed by Debye

and sears in Ig32. A great deal of experimental and

theoretical work has been done since that time and a large

number of investigations have been reported'
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Prior to the development of theoretical quantum

mechanics, analyses of the observed diffraction effects were

mainly geometric in nature and based on the assumption that

the travelling sound \Â/aves behaved in the same way as a sinu-

soidally varying phase grating. willard (l.949) reported

criteria for the distinction between Debye-Sears (Raman-Nath)

scattering and Bragg diffraction, which are the two most im-

portant interactions in acousto-optic cells. Figure (17)

represents a typical acousto-optic ceII, where a travelling

ultrasonic sound wave of width W and wavelength 
^ 

is genera-

ted in a material whose normal refractive index is 1 r by a

piezo-electric crystal operating at a frequency fa. The

incident laser beam, with free space wavelength À, is

d.iffracted into positive and negative orders, the number and

relative intensity of which are a complex function of inter-

action length W; angle of incidence 0; acoustic wavelength

tl; and the induced refractive index change in the medium

An.
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Figure '17. Acousto-Optic Cell
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Although the transition from Debye-sears to Bra99

diffraction is not particularly acute, certain conditions

can be prescribed for the pr:edominance of one or other of

the two scattering modes. In partiòuLax, if either o I

08, the Bragg diffraction angle, or N, the number of acoustic

wavefronts crossed by the undiffracted (zeto order) beam,

ís less than unity then the Bragg conditions cannot be satis-

fied and any díffraction that results will be purely Debye-

Sears. Conversely, if O = 0B and N is typically 2 to 3' then

Bragg diffraction will predominate.

Bearing in mind that ít is possible to concurrently

satisfy the conditions for both Debye-Sears and Bragg diffrac-

tion, the two may be separately analyzed, âs follows:-

3.4.1 Debye Sears Scattering

For (r = o, i.e. the incident laser beam parallel to

the acoustic wavefronts, the positive and negative orders

are equal in number and corresponding orders are of equal

intensity. For o I o, the system is analogous to a spectro-

meter using an inclined diffraction grating and, for the

configuration shown in Figure(I7), the positive orders would

be enhanced in both number and intensity. In each case, the

angle of diffraction of the nth order beam, 0n, is given

by:
nl,
2L

(sa¡

which, for small angle approximation, reduces to

nÀ

^

0 = arc sin ( )n

e n

one important. difference l¡etween the diffraction

(ss)
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grating analogy and the acousto-oPtic cell is that, due to

the travelling-wave nature of the phase grating in the cell,

the diffracted orders are shifted in frequency by the Doppler

effect and the actual frequency for the nth order spectrum

is given by:

f * n.f (s6)
o a

where fo is the frequency of the incident laser beam. The

diffracted orders are therefore shifted in frequency by

integer multiples of the acoustic frequency fa, as predicted

by Raman and Nath (1936) and experimentally verified by

Cummins et aI (1963).

From WiIlard, the intensity of light diffracted into

the nth order spectral line follows a Bessel function

relationship given bY:

.rfi(a) = J'n(a) = Jå (2np¡ for O - o (57)

and rå (ka) - rå (k.2nP) for O I o (sB)

including the undi.ffracted , zero order beam, fot which n = o'

In each case, the argument a (=2np) is the amplitude of the

angular phase retardation produced in the sound beam and:

w. Àn (59 )P=T
The constant k is given bY:

lç = lsec (o) I t=tfi**n' , (60)

f n

w
Twhere \J = ( ) . tan (0) (61)

To calculate the actual diffracted light intensities,

it. is necessary to establish a relationship between refractive

index change and the amplitude of the material density change'

Ap, which I¡Iillard rePorts as:
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An
rìr

(62)

where îr= (n-1)' [ (n2+ I.4n + 0.4) + (¡2 + 0.8n +I) ]=(n-1)

and p is the densitY of the medium.

Since + = pä, ; where 
^P 

is the hydrostatic pressure change

and v_ is the velocity of sound in the medium, the argument
a

of the Bessel function relationships in equations (57) and

(5g) may be expressed in terms of À¡rap or AP and of particular

interest is the value of p = o'28g, for which J¡2 ' the intensity

in each of the !1 orders, first reaches a maximum value of

0. 35.

vtith this particular scattering configuration,

I/lJillard derived the following expression for the total acous-

tic power requirement P.:-

P. = ,.ffi+) p' (watts, tu"

where h is the height of the acoustic beam (in the Y direction)

and all 0f the other variables have sI units. For sound

waves in water, for which p - 1OOO kg/^3; va = 1500 m/s and

Ítr = 0.347 , equation (63) may be reduced to:

P. = 5 ' 61 {fr) 'n' (watts ) ( 64 )

for )¡ = 632.8nm.

Asapointofcomparison,theresultsofDuraoand

Whitetaw (Lg74) provide at least order of magnitude agreement

between experinrental resulÈs and the predicted acoustic

power requiretnents given by equation (64). Operating a v¡ater

filled Bragg ceII at 9.22MH2, with an acoustic beam 2.54 cm

wide and 0.7 cm high, Durao and Whitelaw reported a maximum

diffraction of 762 of the transmitted light intensity into the

Âp
p
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+1 and -l order beams, with approximately 108 in the zeÍo

order beam, for an electrical power input to the crystal

of 0.56w.

Under similar conditions, i.e. ,lt2 (2np) equal to its

first maximum value, p = O.?89 and the Bessel function

solutions of equatj-on (57) pred-ict rliffracted efficiencies

for the zero, tI and !2 order beams as 10?, 702 and 20%

respectively. Equation (64) , with p = 0.289, h = 0'7 cm

and W = 2.54 cm predicts an acoustic power requirement of

0.13W.

The differences between the predicted and experimental

power requirements could be due to attenuation of the sound

beam in the water; conversion efficiency of the quartz

crystal or the non inctusion of the electrícal power factor

in the measurements taken by Durao and whitelaw. It is,

however, obvious from the results of the investigation that

Debye-sears scattering in an acousto-optic cell is a parti-

cularly attractive technique for optical frequcncy biasing

since , íf both the +1 and -1 orders are usedr âl optical

frequency shift of twice the excitation frequency with

a diffraction efficiency of at least 7OS may be achieved for

a very small electrical input power.

Although it would appear from the above analysis that

the electrical input power could be reduced by increasing

the interaction length !{, this is only true up to a certain

maximum value. Adler (1967) indicates that, due t'o diffrac-

tion broadening, a beam will be spread through an angle of

t f as it traverses the cel1. rf the spread of t'he diffrac-

ted beam in the direction of propogation of the sound waves
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^is ,t;, then destructive interference will result and the

light intensity in the diffracted orders wiIl decrease' This

may be expressed in terms of the following relationships:

^2Vü=max n ( 6s)

or *'w^r* 
<<lß-

f¡)

where K(= a ) is the propogation constant of the sound wave
v

ĈL

and ß (= n$ ) is the propogation constant of the light beam

ín the cell. Experiments for which this condition holds are

said t,o lie within the Debye-Sears or Raman-Nath regime '

For the Durao and Whitelaw investigations,

hïmax
¡z
4T

(i"f I
4¡,

CL

I
x 4xG32. Bxro-

= 1.05 cm

hence their use of a crystal 2.54cm long violated this Debye-

sears criterion and may well have been the reason for the

íncreased power requirement-

since the maximum interaction length is inversely

proportional to the square of the excitation frequency, the

conditions indicated by equation (65) are almost ínvariably

violated at higher acoustic frequencies and, in practice,

this presents a limitation to the maximum optical frequency

shift that can be obtained by this method. Thus it follows

that if large diffraction efficiencies for acoustic frequen-

cies in excess of this maximum are to be achieved, then a

modification to the Debye-sea::s technique is required' This

modification is in the form c¡f the Bragg reflection criteria.

1500_?

9.22xI0o \,
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3. 4.2 Bragg Diffraction

If the orientation of the incident beam is adjusted

so that the Bragg diffraction conditions are satisfiedrit

is possible to diffract a large percentage of the incident

Iight into one particular order and to obtain constructive

interference for higher acoustic frequencies than are allowed

by the Debye-Sears criteria. with reference to Figure (IB),

classical geometric constructions may be used to derive the

weII known Bragg relationship and to verify the induced

Doppler frequency, as follows:-

r-'.
k 5t

0

2 0

Fig. IBa. Fig. lBb.

Figur;e' :18. Braqg CeIl

Vühen the optical path dif ference (: dr + d2), for incident

beams reflected by successive wavefronts, is an integral

number of half wavelengths, constructive interference wiII

result.

k
S

/\

f
a

À

z
À

2T

I
.ô.

T

Forn:lrdl-dz hence sin0
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orÀ 2L sin e, (66)

the Bragg diffraction formula.

5= and k1 are the propogation vectors for the

and incident beams respectively and gs and :i
the unit vectors in those directions' the Doppler

shift in the scattered beam is given by:

I
I (9= 9i)'Ya

where v is the acoustic beam velocity vector.
-a

The geometry of Figure (17b) gives

e .).va' -a
2 sinO.v a-S

e

hence
f + sino and, since v" = f.'4,

D

F=.D 2.f sin 0
a À̂

Transposition of equation (66) implies

hence fo = fa, as expected.

An alternative analYsi's of the

cel-I may be obtained by consideration

interaction indicated in Figure (19).

that 2l,sin0 I and
À

operation of the Bragg

of the photon phonon

5 k
-SI

K
-a

Figure 19. Pl-roton-Phonon' Intefaction

5If a represents the incident phonon \^7ave vector and
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bi and k" are, respectively, the incident and scattered

photon wave vectors, Brillouin scattering of the photon will

result in the annihalation of the phonon, from which conser-

vation of energy Yields

ñt¡ ñr¡ + (67)
l-

and conservation of momentum gÍves

(68a)

Equation (67) reduces to

f + f as expected (6e)
l_

and equation (68a) may be resolved into horizontal and

vertical components as follows:

(6eu¡

ñk_s

ñt¡as

= h k. + ñ K-- ;L _a

af s

k

and k

scos0= kicos e

S
sin0= K - k.AI sin 0 (68c)

SinceÀ"=tri,equation(68b)implies0-ewhich,when
substituted into equation (68c), yields

sin0-r
l-

sin0T_
T

i.e. À = 2L sin 0' the classical Bragg equation'i

The Bragg diffraction condition may therefore be

represented by the propogation vector diagram of Figure Q0) '
where conservation of momentum produces a scattered photon

whose direction is changed by twice the Bragg angle and whose

frequency is shifted by an amount equal to the applied

acoustic frequencY.
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K

l_

Figure 20. Propog ation Vector Diagram

The determination of the scattered light intensity,

as a function of apptied acoustic povfer, fot the Bragg regime

is a more complicated process than the previous analysis

for Debye-Sears scattering. The functional relãtionship is

of the form:

Ir
ro f (W;Mi P.; A; I) (70)

medium, and

may be

where M is a figure of merit for the scattering

5 s

a

aK+
l-5-S

k
5

Adler (L967) and Beiser (l-974)

approximated by:

r = sin2 t*l .

propose that (70)

A0 is the phase

given by:

^0=rI
for which, W is

beam height; P

action and M is

M

\2 ).M.P l

excursion of the light in the medium and is

2 W

h
4

( 7r)

(7 2)

acoustic

of inter-

(73)

a

the

is

the
a

acoustic beam width; h is the

the acoustic power at the Point

figure of merit, defined bY

nt'p2
p'va3

(here p is the elasto-optic coefficient, defined as the

derivative of the reciprocal dielectric constant eo/., for

optical frequencies, with respect to s) -
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Although equation (71) can only be regarded as an approxi-

mate relationship, it does indicate that when Â0 (= æ#ql
o

is equal to n radians, the incident beam is completely

diffracted into the selected first order mode. These results

are confirmed by the investigations of Kleinhans and Fried

(1965) who reported diffraction of up to 908 of the incident

beam into the -l order for a water filled Bragg celI of

similar design to that used by cummins et al in 1963' In

general, hovrever, the acoustic power requirements for diffra-

ction efficiencies of thís order are much higher than the

figures quoted for the Debye-sears scattering technique,Durao

and Whitelaw quoted figures of 20!ri electrical po$ter at 30MHz

for a diffraction efficiency of 88? and Kleinhans and Fried

report an applied crystal voltage of 105V r'm's' for a

diffraction efficiency of approximately 9os at lSMHz ' A1-

though these power requirements are considerable, they are not'

prohibitive and are, in fact, significantly less than the

power requirement of an equivalent electro-optic system'

Itwouldappearfromtheseresults'then'thatBragg

diffraction is a very efficient method of optical frequency

conversion and it is indeed the case that a number of comm-

ercially produced units, such as the DISA model 55LO2 ' are

currently available for flow direction discrimination' The

Bragg technique becomes even more attractive when it' is

considered that the cetls may be used in parallel or series

combinations, thus allowing the use of the more efficient

solid acousto-optic materials and the selection of almost any

desired optical frequency bias. Furthermore, the developments

of surface acoustic wave oscillator and thin film waveguide

modulator techniques, such as those reviewed by chang et al
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(L9741, wiII undoubtedly lead to the evolution of very small

and very efficient integrated opt'ica1 units capable of pro-

viding a very wide range of optical biasing frequencies.

using the design criteria indicated ín the fore-

going analyses, a wa.ter filled acousto-optic cell was con-

structed by this author f,or use with the LDV in either the

Bragg or Debye-Sears modes of operation. A sectioned view

of the cell is included in Appendix 82 and a circuit d'iagram

of the crystal driver is presented in Appendix 81''

A quartz crystal oscillator with a diameter of 3cm

and a thickness of o.2g8mm was used to generate the ultra-

sonic sound beam. The crystal was operated at its funda-

mentalrresonant frequency of 9.86MHz for the Debye-sears

mode and at the third harmonic of 29.57MH2 for Bragg diffrac-

tion. These frequencies were selected because they offer

a near optimum compromise between acoustic po\^rer require-

ments, crystal dimensions; interaction length and acoustic

absorption coefficient while permitting both modes of diffrac-

tion, ât suitable bias frequencies, from a single quartz

oscillator.

Electrodes for the crystal \^tere formed by vacuum

deposition of a 0.5um layer of gold and, to reduce the acous-

tic power requirements, the upper electrode was restricted

to a sÈrip 0.7cm wide and 2.9cm Iong. The axis of the strip

was parallel to the centre line through the optically flat

windows so that, for the analysis used in the previous

sections, h = 0.7cm and !{ = 2.9cm.

water was selected as the acousto-optic material since
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j-ts figure of merit (see equation (73)) is quite high but it

!,ras noted that an acoustic attenuation of approximately

2dB,/cm was experienced when the ceIl was operated in the

Bragg mode aÈ 30MHz. For this reason, the crystal was

aligned with the centre of the windows and maximum diffrac-

tion efficiency was achieved when the incident laser beam just

cleared the top surface of the crystal'

TheT.5cmcolumnofwaterontopofthecrystalwas

found t.o provide sufficient attenuation at 30MHz to prevent

the occurrence of standing $taves in the cell. As an addi-

tional measure, a fíne wire mesh, in which the hole size was

comparable with the acoustic wavelength in the medium, was

mounted near the end of the ceII and acted as a sound absor-

bing material. The requirement for this dispersive medium

is much greater at lower frequencies since the attenuation

at lOMHz is typically only 0'25d8'/cm' These resurts are

consistent with the findings of Pinnow (1970), where the

material loss characteristics are designated by tr, in

which q, is the attenuation per unit path length and f is the

acoustic frequencY-

Modes of Operation

The versatility of the acousto-optic cell can be

readily demonstrated by a comparison of the three mocles of

operation illustrated in Figure (2I)'

Inthefirstexample,Figure(21a)rthecrystal

was driven at 2g.57MHz and the ceII was operated in the Bragg

regime. Analysis of the aforementioned Bragg criteria for

these cell dimensions and acoustic frequencies yields:
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Figure 2I: Acousto-Opti c CelI - I'lodes of Operation
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-------------. '

0B = 0.3570; lrf = 3.57 and .t1 = 50.7pm

and it was noted that when the incoming beam was incident

at a point approximately 2mm above the crystal surface, a

diffraction efficiency of better than 702 \^7as achieved with

an applied voltage of 125VRMS (8.5W electrical power).

This configuration was found to be most suitable for provid-

ingahighbiasfrequency(fb=30MHz)forboththefringe
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and reference modes of oPeration. when used in fringe mode,

the beams were adjusted to approximately equal intensities

by providing maximum input po!.¡er to the crystal oscillator'

For reference mode operation, the intensity of boLh beams

could be independently controlled by either reducing the

acoustic input power to the Bragg ceIl or changing the opa-

city of the neutral density filter. Although both of these

techniques successfully control the intensities of the two

beams, a higher overall efficiency is possible if the 50/50

beam splitter in Figure (21a) is replaced with a variable

density neutral filter and the incoming laser beam is split

into two compÒnents with the required relative intensities'

In Figures (21b) and (2Lc), two possible modes of

operation of the cell in the Debye-sears regime are illus-

trated. In the first of these, a symmetrical system uses

the +1 and. -1 diffracted orders and the applied acoustic

power is reduced so that the argument of the Bessel function

relationship in equation (57) is equal to the value reqr:ired'

for the first maximum of ,lr2 (2nP). Experimentation with the

acousto-optic ceII revealed a combined diffraction efficiency

of approximately 703 when the applied acoust.ic po\^ler was

reduced to about O.5W and, since botir the +I and -I orders

are used, the bias frequency between the two beams was set

at Lg.72MHz. The symmetry of the diffracted orders in terms

of both angular deviation and intensity were found to be

significant advantages for this configuration when fringe

mode applications requLiring :r bias frequency of approximately

20MHz \^tere considerecl -

The second configuration in the Debye-Sears regl-me'
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i.e. Figure (21c), hras used for reference mode operation and

the acoustic power was further reduced to the point where the

intensity of the +1 diffracted order was approximately equal

to o.o5lo. In this case, the optical bias frequency was

equal to the fundamental crystal frequency (9.86MH2) and the

configuration was found to be most suitable for flow investi-

gations using reference mode techniques and requiring a low

bias frequency.

of all the methods for optical frequency biasing

reviewed in this Chapter, the acousto-optic celI is consider-

ed to be the most suit.able technique for high velocity flows

since it offers a high conversion efficiency, ât suitable

bias frequencies, for a modest input power requirement.

The ease of operation and alignment; versatility and non-

requirement for moving parts are additional features that

provide practical advantages over other techniques when the

ceII is incorporated into complex optical configurations '
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CTIAI]TER FOUR

REOUIRE¡ÍENTS OF AND DESIGN APPROACI] FOR A HIGH

RESOLUTION LDV

SUIvIMARY:

Based on the results of the foregoing analyses '
this chapter elucidates the important requirements for a

high resolution LDV. The essential and desirable character-

istics are outlined and the advantages and disadvantages

of currently available techniques are discussed.

'The important considerations of temporal and spatial

resolution; signal dropout; directional aliasing; signal

processing and specLral. broadenilE are summarized with

reference to both frequency - domain analysis and time-series

analysis techniques. For single particle scattering in high

turbulence, high velocity flows, it is shown that time-

domain methods (using the elapsed time between successive

points of equal phase) offer significant advantages over the

conventional techniques of frequency-domain analysis.

4.L REOUIREI\îENTS OF A LASER.DOPPLER SYSTEM

4.1.1 tical Fr ue Biasin

For the investigation of oscillatory or high turbu-

lence flows in fluid mechanics and the analysis of surfaces

vibrating about a mean position in acoustics, the requirement

for optical freqr-renc1: biasing or directional phase determina-

tion in a.n LDV is weII understood. Optical biasing also allows

a simplification of the demodulation circuitry by the provis-

ion of a centre frequency for frequency tracking and phase

Iock detection systems. Signal to noise ratios are signifi-
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cantly improved since narrow band.width filters rnay be used to

exclude the inherent low frequency noise in Doppler signals '

Greater versatility in the application of the LDV is also

provided in that the fringes may be made to scan in the same

direction as the mean ftuid flow, thereby increasing the

range of the instrumetrt, or in the opposite direction to the

flow. This ability to compromise between velocity range and

resolution is a feature of the LDV that is not so readily

incorporated into most other flow detection systems.

In Section 2.4.3 it was shown that optical frequency

biasing allowed a reduction of the focal volume dimensions'

wíthout a corresponding increase in the spectral broadening

due to the finite signal lifetime, while Section 2.5 in-

dicated that the direcÈional aliasing limitations of fringe

crossing detectors could be satisfactorily removed, provided

that the bias frequency was sufficiently high. For these

reasons it is considered that the ability to incorporate a

high frequency optical biasing technique is a very desirable

feature of an LDV system. This requires that the frequency

response of the signal processor be as high as possible in

order to demodulate the Doppler signal'

4.r.2 Samp1e Biasing

AII of the preceeding analyses have, bY implication,

assumed that only a single scattering particle is present

in the focal volume at any one time. If this is not the case,

random phase variations can result in beat frequencies and'

amplitude modulation, with a confusion of the Doppler signal

beyond an acceptable level. Although it is possible to ensure
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that the probability of more than one particle being present

in the focal volume at any one ti-me is minimal by having a

very sparsely seeded flow, this condition may result in a

bias towards the low turbulence frequencies since it is not

possible to obtain any information about turbulence fre-

quencies that are much higher than the mean sampling fre-

quency.

Dimotakis (1975) suggests that an optimum condition

of:
0.I < n V < r.0 (7 4l

c

(n is the mean particle number density and v" is the effec-

tive scattering volume) is suitable for most single scatter-

ing particle applications, and that , íf the particles are

randomly distributed in the flowrthe probability of finding

exactly one in the focal volume V.r is given by a POisson

distributionr âs

Pr = t'V"'e-nvc (75)

and the probability of finding more than one is given by:

-nV (76)p
>1

= t- (I+nV ).e cc

Although these probàbilities represent the probability, ât

any one time, that one or more particles wiII be present in

the focal volume, they do not contain any information about

how frequently the flow will be sampled. As Dimotakis has

explained, if the scattering particles are randomly dispersed

in the medium, the florv rate u'ill be randomly sampled in time'

However, since ther rate at which scattering particles cross

the focal volume is a function of the localized fluid velocity

vector, the sampling process is coupled to the measured guan-

títy and individual measuremerlts cannot be treated as
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Furthermore, if there is a dead time associated wit'h

the signal processor, i.e. there exists a time interval

following a measurement within which a subsequent signal is

ignored, the sampling bias may be further complicated since

the number of particles that are rejected will be higher when

the particle density, i.e. fluid velocity, is high than when

the number of particles is low. Any signal processing techní-

guer such as that proposed by steenstrup (1975), where indivi-

dual measurements are considered to be statistically indepen-

dent and average velocity components are determined by sufllma-

tion methods must introduce a sampling bias and, if considered

at all, êDy biasing algorithm that attempts to compensate

for the sampling bias will at best be controversial. A far

more accurate determinat.ion of the statistics of the f10w

is possible if both the time at which each measurement was

made and the velocity information are recorded. For example'

in the determination of average velocity,

80.

and the auto-correlation
N

u I
mr.I E't.;'At¡r

l-=I
function t

n(t) I S= ¡¡ft..rÐr. o(ti)' u(t.+ r + 
^ 
ti)'Àtir the pro-

vision of both ui and Ati data allows a complete evaluation

of the functions without sampting bias. Alternatively, íf

both forms of information are recorded, the complete velocity

time history of the signa1- may be reconstructed and then

sampled in a standard and statistically independent way to

determine the desirecl quantJ-ty.

This ability to record both velocity and real-time
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data, whicir is considered essential for a high resolution

LDV, is not available on any current commercial- system.

4.I.3 Sr¡ectral Broadening

In Section 2.4.3 it was established that a compromase

between the spectral broadening due to the finite signal

Iífetime and. velocity gradients in the focal volume could be

achieved if the signal processor only demodulated those

Doppler bursts that contained a minimum number of fringe cros-

sings with an amplitude greater than the acceptance threshold.

In principle, if the signal processor does not resort to fre-

quency analysis, the Doppler frequency may be obtained by

measuring the time between successive points of equal phase.

Since the period of the waveform, which ís the time of ftighb

from one fringe to the next, cannot depend upon the total

number of fringes, the problems due to frequency broadening

from dj-scontinuous or amplitude modulated waveforms may be

completely removed and the compromise with velocity gradient

broadening d.ischarged.

From this it can be seen that the fuII n"a""ar", of

the laser Doppler technique can only be realised if time-of-

flight measurements are used in preference to conventional

frequency analysis methods. Such techniques invariably

involve the use of digital. counting circuitry and associated

signal processing methods in contrast to the usual methods

of analogue sPectrum ana1Ysis.
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4.2 FREQUEN CY DEI\ÍODULATION METHODS

fn the l'¡ro¿rdesf sonse, a distinction may be made between

those demoduÌation techniques, usually analogue systems,

that operate in the frequency domain and those that use the

time-series signal as a basis for demodulation. The advan-

tages and disadvantages of frequency domain and time domain

analysis systems are reported in this section, together with

the results of investigations conducted by this author.

4.2.L Frequencv Domain Ana1Ysis

In principler any analogue laser Doppler system that'

operates in the frequency domain seeks to convert the

temporal fluctuations in the Doppler signal frequency to a

corresponding voltage or current variation. Once obÈained,

the demodulated velocity sigrral rnay be used as a record of

instantaneous fluid or surface velocity or analysed in any

one of a number of ways to obtain appropriate statistical

information.

Although this appears to be a straightforward problem,

the conventional methods of frequency demodulation used in

other fields have had only limited success in the demodula-

tion of time discontinuous Doppler signals because of the

rather unconventional characteristics of signals derived from

turbulent flows. The most troublesome of these characteris-

tics are (a) large variations in signal frequency and modula-

tion index; (b) díscontinuity and,/or amplitude modulation

oftheDoppler signal; and (c) Iow signal to noise ratios and

significant spectr¿rt broadening.

In a turbulent flow, the frequency of the Doppler
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signal may fluctuate over a range of six to seven orders

of magnitude, depending upon the mean velocity of the flow

and the LDV system par.lmeters, while the rate of frequency

change may vary from a low value to frequencies in excess of

50KHz. The frequency modulation index, ß, therefore, whích

ís defined as the ratio of the Doppler frequency deviation to

the modulating frequencY, fm,

i.e. s = To. tr7)
m

may vary from a small fraction to several hundred and in a

random fashion. Convent.ional F.M. demodulation circuits

cannot cope with these simultaneous variations in signal

frequency and modulation index. A Q spoiled ratio detector

or phase shift discrimination may be used for relatively

small frequency excursions, but both require a larger sNR than

is commonll, encountered in laser Doppler systems and a centre

frequency for the system rvhich is only present if an optical

biasing technique is emPloYed.

A natural progression from these techniques is torvards

a frequency tracking system such as the phase-locked-loop

(P.L.L.) . Here again, a centre frequency t.t required, but

modern P.L.L.rs have a hold in range in excess of I 70% of

the centre frequency vrith excellent linearity in the demodu-

Iated output. This ability of the P.L.L. to demodulate over

a wide frequency band and its low cost and simplicity combine

to make it a very attractive detection system' In the initiat

stages of the project, this author experimented with a Signetics

NE561B P.L.L. to demodulate the Doppler signal obtained from

a vibrating mirro:: j-r¡ a Mj.che.l.son in'berferometer' Frequency

biasing of approximat,:Iy ().5[1I{z l¡¿¡s obÈained with the rotat-

ing diffraction grating described in Section 3 ' 1 and a
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schematic of the optical configuration and circuit diagram

of the detector are shown in Figure(22)-

mirror mounted in
loudspeaker cone

+

+ HP P IIJ
diodeto¡*T

,LO
PF

¡K

demod.
output

rK T 6ro tr
Figure 22. Optical Configuration

and PT,L Demodulator

IrThiIe the Doppler frequency excursions did not exceed

the tracking range of the loop (approximately I 150KHz in

this case) and the modu3-ating frequency remained below approxi-

mately 25KHz, the P.L.L. provided excellent demodulation of

the driving signal. However, when either the peak mirror

velocity became too 1arge, or the clriving frequency became

excessive, it was noted that the demodulated waveform became

distorted and decreased in signal to noise ratio. These two

observations exemplify the inherent disad'vantages in the use

of phase-Iocked-loops. In the first instance, exceeding thc

tracking range of the loop causes d'ropout, i.e. an uncertainty

in the VCO ftequency, which wilt not be recovered until the

Doppler frequency re-enters the capture range of the P-L.L.

In every case, the capture range is less than, ox at best

tao

NÈ õbt
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equal to the tracking range of the loop and hence the signal

processor dead time is increased. Secondly, distortion of

the output waveform and a decrease in SNR occur when the

slew rate limit of the P.L.L. is exceeded. This is most likely

to occur when the high frequency components dominate the power

spectral density of the Doppler signal and since, in the

design of the toop characteristics, a trade-off is made

between loop gain and bandwidth, -it is clear that no single

circuit configuration can provide r;ptimum ProcesSor characteris-

tics for all apPlications.

Further, for the application just described' the

Doppler signal was continuous and of relatively constant

amplitude. v,Ihen the laser beam was chopped with a perforated

rotating disc, in order to simulate a time discontinuous signal,

the output SNR and the uncertainty in the VCO frequency during

periods of signal dropout were seriously degraded. This is to

be expected since the loop becomes free running in the absence

of an input signal and the damping coefficient and loop gain,

which are of critical importance, are fixed and can therefore

not offer optimum response for all input signals'

From this it.should.be clear that. frequency domain

analysis techniques, and in particular, the P'L'L', are best

suited for continuous, constant amplitude Doppler signals '
such as those Èhat may be obtained in acoustics applications,

but will always suffer the severe practical limitations of

spectral broadening and sample biasing when applied to the

demodulation of discontinuous Doppler bursts, for example'

those that are obtained from single particle scattering in

high turbulence flows.
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4.2.2 Time Domain Analysis

Determination of the instantaneous Doppler fr:equency

by the measurement of the elapsed tilne between successive

points of equal phase will, in principle, allow the effective

probe volume to be reduced since the problems due to finite

signal lifetime are avoided. This is shown by the analysis

of Dimotakis, where the spatial resolution of the LDV is

considered in terms of two separate components, the absolut'e

spatial resolution, La, and the relative spatial resolution'

Lr. For all other velccitl' nreasuring systemsr,C. and 'Q't

are the same, but, fcy tl:e LDv, they may be independently

controlled in terms of the transmitting and receiving opt'ics

and the signal processing technique. In general, La is

associated with the effective probe volume while .C, ntay be

considered as the minimum length in the focal volume, over

which a reliable frequency measurement may be made'

If the LDV signal processor uses any form of frequency

domain analysis then the Doppler frequency wiII be eÍfectively

averaged over the whole of the burst and U. and 'C, are essen-

tially the same. If, however, time domain analysis is used

and the time of flight of a single scattering particle is

recorded , Lr may be reduced to at least the spacing between

successive fringes in the focal volume, subject to the

measuremen'= resoluticn of the signal processor. In principle

9, - is ¡rot limited to the fringe spacing, d, since the Dopplerr
frequency is given bY:

rp (r) = +'å+ (78)

where 0 is the instantaneous phase of the detected signal,

and therefore the period of the Doppler frequency may be
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obtained by measurement over any fraction of a wavelength'

Alternatively, íf a frequency biasing technique is employed

and the fringes are made to traverse the focal volume, the

relative spatial resolution for points of equal phase (e'g'

fringe zero crossings) is given bY:

(7el
rr)
d

r" r

where d is the fringe spacing ¡ fb is the bias frequency and

fp is the ínstantaneous Doppler frequency. The selection of

the sign in equatj-on (79\ is dependent uPon whether the

fringes are moving in the same direction (-) or in the oppo-

site direction (+) with respect to the scattering particle

but it can be seen that if €l t= made very large , Lr -¡' or
rD

thus providing the incentive for and the limitations to time

domain analysis.

Practícal limits, in the form of the temperal resolu-

tion of the signal processor and the Brownian motion of the

particle, Inay well be experienced, but it is clear that time

domain analysis, by rernoving the problems due to finite signal

lifetime broadening and reducing the relative spatial resolu-

tion to significantly less than one fringe spacing, is

intrinsically u. *otå viable techniquc for the realisation of

optimum operating conditions.

Also,sinceasignalprocessoroperatinginthetime

domain ís already recording temporal information, it is a

relatively simple extension of the technique to simultaneously

record real time information for discontinuous Doppler signals.

If the sample time, rs, is less than + , where f*"* i=
max

the maximum turbulence frequency and measurements are recorded
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for a time, T, such that T >> I

-
mLn

turbulence frequency, the sampling

4.I.2 may be totally removed by recording both velocity and

real-time data.

A very high speed dígitat, time-domain signal processor

hras constructed by this author and designed to incorporate the

majority of the foregoing LDV requirements. A description

of the principle of operation and the results of experimental

investigations are presented in the following chapter.

, where frni' i= the minimum

bias discussed in Section
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CHAPTER FIVE

OPERATION OF THE LDV

SUMMARY:

This chapter describes in detail the operation and

characteristics of a high speed, digital LDV that uses time-

series analysis techniques to determine instantaneous velocity

information over a wide range of analogue frequencies'

The system is d.escribed, firstly in block diagram,

and then in detailed form and it is shown to include the

majority of the essential and desirable characteristics

indicated in the Previous chapter. Of particular significance

is the ability of this LDV to record both velocity and real

time information within one period of the main clock fre-

quency, a feature that enables a reduction of the digiLiza-

tion error for consecutive measurements and a complete

reconstruction of the velocity-time history of the scattering

source. These two facilities, which are not available in

other instruments, are used to enhance the versatilit'y of the

system and to completely remove the problems due to sampling

bias

The acousto-optic ceIl and signal processor are used

to demodulate the Doppler signal from a Michelson interfero-

meter in which a front surface mirror is mounted on the

spindle of a shaker.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The design approach that has been indicated in the

previous chapter was utilised in the construction of a high

speed, digital Laser Doppler Velocimeter capable of velocity

measurements of continuous and discontinuous data in the range

I0 nun/s to 600 mrls for analogue f requencies from DC to 100KIIz.

The system specifications that are listed at the end of this

chapter have been made possible by the use of MECL III and

MECL 10K series logic components and the ability of the LDV

to acquire complete velocity and real time information within

a period as short as 100 ns.

velocity information is derived from the Doppler fre-

quency which is in turn determined within the system by

recording the time requirecl to cgunt a preset number of

fringe crossings. The time required for each such "measurementrl

is obtained by latching the output of a free running counter

at the beginning and end of the count period and subtracting

the two numbers in an arithmetic logic unit. This difference

is therefore proportional to the time required for N fringe

crossings and may be interpreted as frequency data. Particle

or surface velocity. is then obtained by application of equa-

tion (9) i.e.
vp =roþ,

v

5.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

A simplified block diagram of the signal processing

elements of the LDV is included as Appendix 42. This diagram

indicates that the system may be consiclered in terms of the

following five units:-
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and

UI - Analogue Unit

rJ2 - Main Control Unit

U3 - Main Counter Unit

U4 Buffer Storage Unit

U5 D t.o A Converter Unit

It ís the purpose of this section to d.escribe the functional

operation of each block, together with the system interconnec-

tions and control sequences

Analoque Unit - UI

This unit contains the photo detector, preamplifier

and driver, a variable sensitivity schmitt Trigger and a

level detector to authenticate the signal levels. The purpose

of this unit is to amptify the photodetector output to suitable

logic levels and to provide, by means of the envelope level

detector, a verification of adequate si.gnal strength or'

alternatively, âD indication of sj.gnal "dropout" for discon-

tinuous data. the input data is considered to be acceptable

when the rogic signar iffi is Low.

Main Control Unit - ll2

once amplified and authenticated, the Doppler signal

is passed to the Main control unit and is counted in the s

and B counters as "fringes". The operator of the LDV has

front and back panel control over both the number of fringes

that will be counted within one measurement (S Counter setting)

and the maximum number of measurements that will be recorded

within each burst of information (B Counter setting) ' These

facilities are provided t-o allow an optimization of the
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compromise between velocity resotution and maximum detectable

analogue frequency.

output, pulses f rom U2 occur at the beginning tffip I

of the first measurement and at the end (ENDPUL) of each mea-

suremelrt in a bursÈ. These pulses are used to clock the

latches LI and L2 in the Main Counter Unit - U3.

Front panel START; STOP; AUTO STOP and DELAY TIME

BETWEENBURSTS(DTBB)controlsarealsoprovidedbytheMain

Control Unit.

Main Counter Unit - U3

The Main Counter U:rit corrsi.sts of a MECL III clock

generator; a 32 bit counter chain; two 16 bit latches and

a 16 bit arithmetic logic unit wired as a subtractor.

At the beginning and end of every measurement, the

Iatches LI and L2 are clocked by either ffi or ENDPUL

from U2. L2 is clocked before Ll in order that the output of

LI may be read before it changes to the new value. After

settJ-ing, the difference between these values, which is

determined by the subtractor, is equal t'o the nruibrer of main

clock pulses that have been counted in the preceeding measur-

ing interval. This numerical value is then either written

into the Buffer Storage Unit - U4 or transferred to the out-

put latch for conversion to an analogue signal in the DAC Unit -

u5.

In addition to this data, which may be interpreted as

Doppler frequency (i.e. particle velocity), the second 16

bits of the main counter train are recorded at the beginning
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and end of every measurement. This provides a record of the

"real" time at whiCh each measurement was made thuS removing

the biasing errors due to the increased probability of find-

ing a particle in the focal volume at higher fluid velocities.

Buffer Storase Unit v4

when used in conjunction with a Data Acquisition

System, the velocity and real time data are each presented

as a 16 bit binary word at the back panel output data connec-

tor. As it' is likellz that the rnaximrrm measurement rate of

the LDV (nominally lOMHz) could exceed the data transfer rate

to the Data Acquisition system, a small memory storage is

provided by the LDV in U4.

Each memory is a 16 x 16 naM with RAMs IA and IB

used for velocity data, and IIA and IIB for real time infor-

mation. The memory control unit multiplexes the functions

of the paraIle1 RAMs so that while fA and IIA are in the

',Write" mode, IB and IIB are in the "Read" mode and vice

versa. This ensures that the time lost due to data trans-

fer is minimized and that the system is only disabled by the

memory busy signal, .ffi, when the measurement (Write)

rate is greater than the transfer (Read) rate'

Diqital to Analogue Coirverter Unit U5

Even if the digital output facitities of the LDV are

in user âD analogue reconstruction of the velocity information

is available at the ouptut of the D to A converter by selec-

tion of the most suitable eight of the 16 bits from the output

latch. As the latch is updated at the end of each measurement,
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it performs the function of a sample and hold and the output

of the DAC may be viewed d.irectly with an oscilloscope or

recorded on the front Panel meter.

Front panel controls for the meter include range and

RMS or Peak value selection, but it should be noted that the

averaging process of the meter will only be valid when con-

tinuous signal information is available at the photodetector'

5.3 DETAILED SYSTEM OP ERATION SIGNAL PROCESSOR

5.3.1 Analosue Unit - UI

Appendix A3 includes a detaited circuit diagram of the

three types of photodetector circuits that $¡ere constructed

for use with the LDV.

The RCA type 8645 photomultiplier tube that is shown

in figure uI-a was used for applications involving low scatter-

ed light intensities and requiring significant current ampli-

fication. The photo anode of the PMT was connected directly

to the input of an LM 733C vicieo amp wired as a transconduc-

tance amplifier; a corrfigurat.i.on that was selected in order

to obtain maximum signal to noise ratio. Although difficul-

ties were experienced with amplifier gain - bandwidth product

timitations when a Bragg bias frequency of 30MHz was used,

the amplifierproved to be very sat.isfactory for low frequency'

low light intensity measurements.

The output of the LM733C was buffered by an LH0033c

fast buffer amplifier which provided current drive for up to

20 ft.. of coaxial cable without serious distortion or attenua-

tion of the signal waveform. A simple RC high pass filter was
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used to decouple the L.zV D.C. offset on the output of the

vÍdeo amplifier from the input to the buffer'

The other two detector circuits similiarly used the

LH0o33c as a line driver, but in these two cases, the LM733C

was used as a voltage amplifier with an open-loop gain of

approximately 42dB ("j 30MHz) and the PMT was replaced with

a Hewlett-Packard PIN photodiode. uI-b used a single lKO

10ad resistor for transconductance while circuit ul-c

employed a two transistor transconductance amplifier with a

15Kn feedback resistor, âS recommended in H.P. Application

Note No. 9L7.

Both of these circuits were found to be well suited

to applications offering large reflected or scatt'ered light

intensities such as vibration measurements on objects or

surfaces with highly reflective coatings'

AsreportedbySmits(L974),thePlNdiodewasfound

to offer the significant practical advantages of smaller

size; simplicity of operation; higher SNR and greater

frequency response over the PMT and, in general, is far pre-

ferable to the PMT for high scattered light intensity appli-

cations where the spectral- sensitivity of the latter is not

required.

LDV Input AmPIi fier - Schmitt Trigger

Thepurposeoftheinputamplifieristoamplifyand

Iimit the Doppler signal from the photodetector to logic

Ievels compatible with the input requirements of the signal

processor. It. consists of three elements of a MECL III L692L

quad line receiver, opera*-ing as a variable sensitivity, two
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stage video amplifier, followed by a Schmitt trigger, and' a

MECL 10K inverter. The input is capacitively coupled through

a 0.1UF capacitor and has an input impedance of 50 ohms with

Schottky diode clamp protection. The input trigger sensi-

tivity has been made adjustable through RI in order that the

amplifier may be made insensitive to the background noise for

each particular application. The output from the amplifier

is therefore a pulse train of constant amplitude where transi-

tions between the logical I and 0 states correspond to varia-

tions of the input voltage about the amplifier threshold.

For the typical Doppler signal described in section

2.I.3, the output of the Schmitt trigger is shown in Figute 8l).

S. T. Threshold

OV

VBB

Figure 23 z Schmitt Trigger Operation

Tests on the performance of the amplifier with a simulated

input showed that it would suitably amptify and limit analogue

frequencies in excess of tOO \Hz for variations of t 20mV

about the threshold value. These specifications are more

than adequate for any of the applications for which the LDV

\,\ras designed.

S

In operation

mark to space ratio

that a slight variation in

the output waveform due to
it was noted

occurred in
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the asymmetrical- nature of the switching threshold but tl¡is

in no way limited the operation of the Cigital counting cir-

cuitry that was used in subsequent stages'

Another significant advantage in the use of digital

circuitry, as opposed to such analogue devices as the phase-

locked-Ioop, is the inherent insensitivity to amplitude modu-

lation of the input waveform. Tf the peak value of the wave-

form exceeds the switching threshold, the waveform is ampli-

fied, limited and accepted. If it does not exceed the thres-

ho}d, the output of. A27-3 remains high and the fringe crossÍngs

are not counted. Provided, therefore, that Some record is

maintained of when the input data is acceptable and when it is

below an acceptable leveI, this simple operation provides a

solution to the severe problems of amplitude modulation and

signal dropout that were shown in section 4.2.L to limit the

applicatíon of P.L.L. and other analogue techniques. This

índication of data acceptance is provided in the LDv by the

Ievel detector and the logic signal mÎ/EI'

Level Detector

From the circuit diagram, the design and operation of

the level detector is seen to be essentially the same as that

of the input amplifier. The input to the level detector is

similarly terminated and protected but it is also provided

with an independ.ent sensiÈivity control, R2, which sets the

,'acceptance level" of the input Doppler waveform' This control

is generally adjusted so that the switching threshold of the

Ievel detector is greater than the threshold of the input

amplifier.
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In addition, R3 and C, have been selected so that the

Ievel detector will operate as a retriggerable monostable

multivibrator. Vlhen triggered by the positive transition

of a Doppter fringe of acceptable magnitude, LEVEL will go

LOW and remain in that state for approximately 50ns after the

negative transition of the original Doppler fringe. If the

Ievel detector is retriggered within 50ns of this negative

edge, LEVffi will remain LOW, indicating that another accep-

table Doppler fringe has been received. If the detector is

not retriggered within that time, LEVEL goes HIGH, indicating

the end of a Doppler burst. This operation is schematically

represented in Figure 24.
Threshold
S.T. Threshold

DL

Doppler
Burst

S S.T. Output

L.D. OutputLEVEL

--lt-
Eigure 242 Operation of Level

(50ns
Detector

It was found that, provided a reasonable differential

between the input amplifier threshold and the acceptance

level was maintained, the one or at: extra pulses thaL could

be counted at the end of a burst due to the hold time of the

level detector did not create any spurious counLing resul-ts.

It should also be noted that the values stated for R3, ct

and the hold time for the level detector presuppose that a

centre frequency of approximately 30MHz is provided by means
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of the Bragg cell described in Section 3.4.2. If some other

bias frequency is used, it would be necessary to modify the

values of R, and C, to suit.

with the ability to independently control the input

amplifier sensitivity and the acceptance level for Doppler

fringes, the LDV is capable of almost compJ-ete noise immuni-

ty by selecting only the most reliable information from

scattering particles in the focal volume. This facility

offers a solution to the noise immunity problems associated

with P.L.L. and other analogue techniques while the logic

signal ffi is used to indicate signal dropout' The other

very serious P.L.L. limitations of capture range; tracking

range; loop stability and recovery time are not experienced

in this, and other, t.ime domain analysis techniques.

5.3.2 lrlaín Control Unit U2

lvith the exception of the external data transfer com-

mands DATATRANS and TRANSCOMP, the Main Control Unit is the

originator of all data control commands within the LDV.

primarily, its functions are to count a preset number of

Doppler fringes in the s counter for each measurement;

control the number of measurements that are made during each

Doppler burst and to generate a data pulse at the beginning

of the first measurement (INITLP) and at the end of every

subsequent measurement (ENDPUL) .

when a Doppler signal of acceptable level is received

in UI, the output G) of the Schmitt trigger is a pulse train

and ffiil goes Lovü. rf the other four inputs to B2I'2 are

also LOW, 421-l will be clocked on the next positive transi-

tion of 3 and the Q output of A2I-1 wiII 9o LOI{' This
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constitutes the start of a measurement and the transition

of the complementary output õ of A2L-L, :Iffi, from LOW to

HIGH is used for this indication. Provided that no change

occurs at the inputs to B2L-2, subsequent fringe crossings

are ignored by the latch 421-1 but are gated through A22-3

and recordecl in the I bit, paralle1 carry, S Counter. (417

to 420 and, A22 Lo A24).

The Q outputs of all bits in the s count.er are connec-

t.ed to a I of B lines multiplexer, 416 , and the output of the

S multiplexer is gated through A22-I to reset the S Counter

to the all zero state when the selected line undergoes a

positive transition. This reset operation immediately changes

the state of the selected mulEiplexer input from HIGH back

to LOW and the result, due to propogat.ion delays through the

loop, is an 8ns wide pulse (ENDMEAS) at. the output of 416.

Unless stopped for some other reason, the S Counter will

immediately commence another measurement so ENDMEAS is used

to indicate both the end of one measurement and the start

of the next.

selection of the number of fringes that are to be

counted within one measurement interval is achieved with the

S thumbwheet switch on the front panel and is determined accord-

ing to the relationshiP:

No. of fringes counted = 2 
(s setting) 

,

[Maxrn No. = L28 fringes.]

Every END¡,IBAS pulse is aISo recorded in the B Counter

(A2gt A3O, B2L and 825) an,l is used as an indication of the

number of measurements that have been made in a Doppler burst'

The capacity of the B counter is similarly front panel
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a maximum capacitY of

101.

thumbwheel switch but, as shown, has

16 measurements:

B Setting No. of Measurements
in each Burst

I6

TABLE 3: Number of Measurements per Burst

If, at the end of a measurement, the preselected B

Counter value is not reached, the S Counter commences another

measurement as previously described. If, however, the last

ENDMEAS pulse caused the ouÈput of the B multiplexer to go

HIGH then both the B and S Counters are reset to the all zeEo

condition through 425-3 and 422-1. If the B counter is reset

in this manner, a 7ns wide pulse (ENDBST) is generated to

signal the end of a burst of measurements'

In addition to resetting the counters, ENDBST is

expanded through 824-L and 824-3 to form a 100ns wide' one-

shot pulse, MINMD, which sets Q on 421-1 HICH and maintains

the output of B2L-2, and hence the clutput of A22-3, HIGH for

a minimum period of l00ns at the end of every burst of measure-

ments. This was found to be necessary since the propogation

delays from u2 to u4 are significantly longer than one fringe

period and approximately 6Ons is required for ¡'tffiDlS to go

LOW if the last measurement coincided with the capacity count

t
2

4

I

0

I
2

3

4

for the Buffer Storage Unit.
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Propogation delays and memory access times also impose

a limit on the mi.nimum time interval required for any one

measurement. This minimum time interval was initially desig-

ned to be l00ns vrhich would provide an acquisition rate of

I0MHz in continuous operation. Subsequent tests on the LDV

with a simulated input indicated satisfactory operation with

measurement times aS short as B5ns, however it is recommended

that no combination of front panel settings be used that requires

a velocity measurement to be made in less than 100ns.

This is summarized in Table 4.

Signal Frequency Minm Fringe Count

DC

lOMHz

2OMHz

40MHz

10MHz

2}MHz

40MHz

8OMHz

I
2

4

I

Table 4: Minm. Measurement Settinqs.

As previousty discussed, the maximum time interval

for any one measurement is determined by the S Counter set-

ting and the Doppler signal frequency. If only the S Counter

is used, a maximum of 128. fringes is imposed which, for an

input frequency of 3OMiIz, means ihat the maximum sampling

interval is 4.3Us. To provide greater resolution for the

analysis of low turbulence frequencies, the outputs of the s

and B counters, ENDMEAS and ENDBST respectivelyr are multi-

plexed with the Mode Se1ect control and gates 426 and 427

to form the composite logic signal ENDPUL. This pulse is

used to cl-ock latches LI and L2 in Èhe Main Counter Unit

and is expanded from 8ns to 50ns t,o create WRFE in the MECL
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loK one-shot formed by A9-2 and A9-3. For use with the

real time counter, ENDPUL is also made synchrOnOus with the

main clock frequency to generate the command SYNCVüRITE

Ín 414-I and A1 4-2.

With the Irfode Control in the "Discrete" position, êû

end putse will be generated every time the S Counter fills

and the LDV may make up to 16 measurements, each of up to

L28 fringes in any one Doppler burst. When operated in the

t'Accumulate" moder âtr end pulse will be generated only when

the B Counter capacity is reached and it is therefore possi-

ble to extend the sampling interval to a maximum of 2048

Doppler fringes. with a Doppler frequency of 30MHz, this

setting corresponds to a sampling time of 68.3us and thus

provides a much higher resolution for the analysis of signal

frequencies less than approximately SKHz'

Further control over the distribution of sampling

íntervals is provided by means of the Delay Time Between

Bursts (DTBB) control-. when the front panel selector is in

any position other than "min", the DTBB counter train is

reset by ENBST and the control input to the tristate buffer

I3-1-t goes LOW. This enables an EMHz clock on the data

line to proceed to the input of the counter until the selec-

ted output goes HIGII and disables the control gate. During

the time that the input gate is enabled and' the counter is

counting, the logic signal OT-e is HIGH. This signal is sent

to the main input gate, B2]-]-, and is used to disable the

LDV for a period of lus, 10us, 100us, Ims or loms at the end

of every burst of measurements. It was founC that this facility

was particularly useful when Èhe LDV was used in conjunction
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with a Data Acquisition System where the time required for

data transfer of the total buffer memory contents was

approximately 45Us. For applications requiring short measure-

ment intervals, it was possible to use the B and DTBB con-

trols to distribute the measurements evenly over the dead

time that resultecl front tire relatively slor,it data transfer

rate. Although the selection of delay times was adequaLe

for the tests performed, it is considered that a I-2-5

seguence, with detays of 1Us, 2Us, 5us, 10¡rs and 20Us would

offer greater flexibility in the distribution of sampling

intervals. This modification could be achieved wii:h only

minor wiring changes and is therefore reconìmended.

when set in the "min" position, the DTBB tri-state

buffer outputs are all in the Hi-Z mode and D1!-É' remains LOW.

In this instance, the minimum delay between bursts is set by

the logic signal MINMD as previously discussed'

The remaining front and back panel controls all relate

to the manual and automatic operation of the LDV. Front

panel START and STOP push buttons operate in conjunction with

Iatch 17-3-1 to produce the logic signal RUN. The com-

plementary command, RUN, is provided at pin 9 of the external

control jack and may be used to operate other TTL compatible

equipment when the LDV is used in a master role. For slave

operation, the LDV is provided viith ExT $TART and EXT STOP

inputs on pins g and 7, respectively, of the external control

jack. A TTL, negative going edge will trigger the LDV in

each case and wiII perform the same operation as the corres-

ponding front Pane1 Push button.

For the investigation of transient phenomena it is
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often convenient to oper.rte equipment for only a very short

t,ime. To this ericl, ti're LDV is provided with an Auto Stop

selector which may be tlsed to automatically stop the LDV

lms, 10ms, l00ms, Is or los after a START or EXT START

command has been received. In the "man" setting, the LDV

requires a manual STOP or an EXT STOP command to reset RUN.

The operation of the auto stop circuitry is similar to that

of the DTBB counter.

To further extend the versatility of the LDV, it is

suggested that hardware additions or modifications could be

made to allow a "Start after <lelay" mode of operation. This

would be useful for experiments involving significant run up

times and could be easily incorporated into the existing

operation of the logic signal RUN. At present, ñEÑ falts

immediately a START or EXT START command is received but

this transition could be delayed by a controllable amount to

provide the desired operating mode-

The logic signal nut¡ is sent to the main input gate

821-1 and needs to be a LOIrf to enable the LDV. Sirnilarly' a

HTGH on any one of the other four inputs to B2I-2 will

disable the input to the s counter and thus inhibit the opera-

tion of the LDV.

5.3.3 Main Counter Unit - U3

The system of operation of the latch and counter

circuit.ry within the Main Counter Unit-U3 is the source of

some of the unique characteristics of this LDV. In the first

instance, the use of a high speed clock and counter train to
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record the time taken for a preset number of fringes to be

counted allows an increase in temporal resolution given by

the ratio of the clock rate to the Doppler frequency. Wíth

a clock rate of approximately ISOMHz and a Doppler frequency

of 30MHz rthis results in an increase in resolution by a factor

of nearly five times. Secondty, the set up and hold times

for the 32 bits of latches Ll and L2 are sufficiently

short to enable the state of the first i-6 bits of the main

counter to be recorded within one clock period. This speed

of operation implies complete continuity in the acquired velo-

city data, a characteristic which, with the aid of supporting

software programs may be used to further increase the resolu-

tion of the system by the accumulation of the results from any

number of consecutive velocity measurements.

Enclosed as Appendix A5 is a detailed circuit diagranr

of the Clock Generator and Main Control Unit -U3. As sho\ntn

in the circuit diagranr, a MECL III oscillator was used as

a clock generator, the output frequency of which was set by

the values of parallel tuned circuit components between pins

IO and 12. For the values indicated in the legend to Appen-

dix A5, the output frequency \^ras measured at, L42.9MHz !

0.I MHz, thus providing a clock period of approximately 7ns.

As the nominal set up and hold times of the 10176 Hex latches

used in Ll and L2 are respectively 2.5ns and l.Sns, a clock

period of 7ns allows slightly more than t Ins I'ariation

in the t.iming of the clock pulses for Ll and L2. Although

considerable difficulty was initially experienced in matchi'ng

the delay requirements for the latch clock pulses and the

propogation delays through the main counter train, subsequent

tests on tlìe completecl circuit module showed satisfactory
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operation over a v/ide temperature range even after any

number or aII of the integrated circuits had been inter-

changed or rePlaced.

The first 16 bits of the counter are composed of 2 D

type flip flops, wired as a ripple through counter, followed

by Lq J R flip ftops connected as a synchronous counter with

parallel carry provided by a combination of oR gates. This

configuration was selected to allow a combination of maximum

operating speed and approximately constant propogation delays

through the major portions of the counter. The 1.6ns,  .lns

and 3.1ns delay lines sþown in Ll are required t'o match the

delays through Cr; CZ-Cl and Cg-CtS respectively'

It wiII be recalled that at the beginning of a velocity

measurement, im from A2I-1 in U2 went HIGH' This transi-

tion is converted to a 10ns pulse through the one-shot

formed by AII-1 and All-3 and, after a delay of 10ns which is

required to match the propogation delay of ENDPUL through the

s counter, is passed through All-2 to the latch csl. In

response to this clock pulse, the Q output of csl goes HIGH

and thereby hotds the Data input of CS2 HIGH. On the next

positive transition of cIJocK, the Q output of cs2 goes HIGH

and, after a delay of 1l.7ns, resets the Q output of csl tc>

a LOW. The next positive clocK edge after this transition

will then return Q of CS2 to a LOVü and remove the RESET

commantf from csl. Tire purpose of csl and cs2 is therefore

to synchronise the logic signals iNI1tP and ENDPUL to the

positive transitions of CLOCK. This operation is essential

for the correct timing of clock pulses Èo Ìatches LI and L2

and is summarised in the timing diagram shown as Figure 25'
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INITLP
or
ENDPUL

Q CSl

CLOCK

Q CS2

I 0ns

-lr

7ns

I 4ns

11. 7ns I4ns

( * Latch 2)

( * ¡¿¡"¡ 1)
R CSI

f--

Figure 25. Timinq Diagram, CSI and CS2

Operation of the Latches, LI and L2

At the beginning of every burst of measurements,

fftlfff,p is synchronised with CLOCK , bY the operation of CSI

and cs2, to form the two logic signals LATCHI and LATCH2.

As LATCH2 occurs 11.7ns before LATCH1, the old value stored

in Lt with be transferred to L2 by the command LATCH2 and the

current state of the first 16 bits of the counter will be

stored in Ll by the command LATCHI. For the first latch

transfer only, the time interval between the end of the last

burst of measurements and the start of the current burst is

completely random and the old value of the counter, no\^I stored

Ln L2, will therefore bear no relationship to the current

value of the counter stored in LI. To remove this erroneous

data, ÎÑtt]Þ is used to clock L2 a second time after the

current state of the counter has been recorded in LI by LATCHI.

This is achieved with the 25ns delay provided by AL2 ' 413 and

Al5 and has the effect of setting the contents of both Ll and

L2 to the value of the main counter at the beginning of the

first measurement. It should be noted that this initializa-

tion procedure is only necessary at the beginning of every

burst and is therefore only generated by a positive transi-

tion of lNrrr,P.
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At the completion of the first measurement, ENDPUL

will similarly produce the signal commands LATCH1 and LATCH2

by the operation of csl and cs2. As before, LATCH2 will

clock the contents of Ll into L2 and LATCII1 will record the

new value of the counter in Ll. The contents of L2 are

therefore the counter status at the beginning of the measure-

ment; the contents of Ll indicate the counter status at the

end of a measurement; and the difference between these values

represents the number of CLOCK pulses received in the measure-

ment interval. This difference between L2 and Ll forms the

VeJ-ocity Data Bus and is determined by the four SN741B1

arithmetic logic units which, with the SN74182 carry generator,

are wired as a 16 bit subtractor.

Assuming that this measurement was not the last in a

burst, the next ENDPUL will signal the completion of another

measurement. LATCHI and LATCH2 will again be generated in

the Same way and the counter status at the completion of the

previous measurement will be transferred to L2 and used

as the counter status at the beginning of the latest measure-

ment. This process of continually updating the contents

of Ll and L2 and interpreting the difference between Ll

ancl L2 as Lhe nurnber of CLOCK pulses rccorded during the

previous measurement interval wilt continue until interrupted

by a positive transition on any one of the five inputs to the

main control gate B2L-2 in U2. V'Ihen the end of a burst is

indicated by any such transition, the latch 421-t resets and

a new I\IITLP will be generated at the beginning of the

hext burst.
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Because it is possible to record the counter status

within one CLOCK period, the results obtained from any two

consecutive measurements may be added together to give

increased resolution without compounding the digitization

error inherent to counting techniques. By way of example,

five consecutive measurements yielding the results 20, 2I, 20 ,

20 and 21 CLOCK pulses each individually, have an uncertainty

of tI pulse. The virtue in the operation of this sampling

technique is that the accumulated result of LOz pulses still

only has an uncertainty of tI pulse. This assumption is not

vatid for other currently available LDV counting systems '

such as the DISA LDA, where the counter is rendered inopera-

tive while the data is recorded or transferred.

5.3.4 Buffer Storage Unit U4

The IK bit memory within the Buffer Storage Unit'

shown in Appendix 46, is arranged as four 16 x 16 bit RAMs'

each of which is composed of four sN7489 memory chips.

As discussed in Section 5.2, RAMs IA and. IB record Velocity

Data and IIA and IIB record Real Time Data. The mult'ip1ex-

ing function that allows IA and IIA to "Read" while IB ancl

IIB I'Write" , and vice versa, is achieved with the associated

control circuitry, in particular the flip flop 08-5-1'

The RAM Vürite Enable commands are derived directly from

the Q and õ outputs of 08-5-I, whj-Ie the Memory Enable

commands are formed by the logic signal SYNCWRITE and the

outputs of 08-5-1 through the NAND gates 08-2-I and 08-2-2.

(It will be recalled that SYNC TE was made synchronous

with the main clock frequency by AI4-I and 414-2 Ln Ü2

in order to prevent spurious measurements of the real time
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data by asynchronous clocking.)

whenever a clock pulse is received by 08-5-1, the O

and õ states are reversed and the operating modes of the RAMs

are interchanged. As can be seen from the círcuit diagram,

the flip flop will be clocked through 06-5-2 whenever the 4 bil:

counter O7-1 reaches a terminal count. The input to 07-I

is the togic signal WRITE which is generated in u2 at the

completion of every measurement. In sunrmary, therefore modes

of operation of the RAMs will be interchanged after every

16 measurements and while a set of measurements are being

recorded into one side of the memory (Write mode), the results

of the previous cycle are being transferred from the other

side to the Data Aquisition System (Read Mode) '

Operation of the Memorv Control Unit

The two 4bit counters o7-1 and 06-1 are used as RAM

address generators for the Write and Read modes respectivell'

with the counter outputs and O and õ from OB-5-I being multi-

ptexed through gates 06-2 to 06-4 and 07-2 to 07-4. Counter

O7-1, the Write address, is incremented by Wffi'at the end

of every measurement and counter 06-1, the Read address, is

advanced Lry the logic sígnal TRANSCOMP at the cOmpletion or

every data transfer operation to the Data Acquisition system'

Every Wffi is accompanied by a ÑÑCWnfrn which is used to

enable the Write mod.e of the RAM f or approximately B5ns '

after the address and data lines have settled. This comrnand

enters both the velocity and real- time data into the apPro-

priate RAM at the current address generated by the counter 07-l-'

As the potential measurement rate of the LDv is greater
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than the maximum transfer rate to the Data System, it is

possible that 16 measurements may be made before transfer of

the previous 16 results is completed. To avoid overwriting

the memory, a togic signal MEMDIS ís generated by 08-5-2

and 08-1-3 which disables the LDV input until both 06-t and

07-L have reached their terminal count. This introduces the

possibility of dead time into the measurement record since,

at the time of writing, approximately 45us is required to

transfer the complete memory contents to the Data System.

Although this initially appears to be a severe limitation to

the operating speed of the system, judicious use of the srB

and DTBB controls will ensure that the individual measurements

are evenly distributed throughout the measurement interval.

For example, if it is assumed that a continuous Doppler signal

is to be demodulated and the S,B and DTBB controls are set

for 16 fringes, 2 measurements per burst and a mean delay of

5us respectively, the sample time for a Doppler frequency

of 30MHz is approximatety 0.5ps and the distribution of

measurements can be illustrated by Figure (26).

us 5us

u+ -Jtu{- -Jtui- -lu= f- ust
5us

Figure 26. Distr;ibutio n of Measurements- -in Transf er.
InterVa

The front panel controls therefore allow operator selection

of the individual sampling times and Lhe distribution of those

measurements while retaining the capability of an average
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measurement rate (355KHz) that is more than adequate for

most practical aPPlications.

At the beginning of an acquisition/transfer sequence'

06-l is reset by a 30ns pulse from the one-shot 16-1- This

pulse also clocks 18-5-2 and disables the input to 06-I

through 0B-I-1. The negative transition of õ of L8-5-2 is

delayed by 60ns and sent to the Data system as a transfer

command DATATRÄNS. The Data System responds by sending

TRANSCOMP HIGII immediately and returning it to a Low at the

completion of a data transfer. This negative transition

clears 18-5-2 and therefore enables a AMHz clock train to

proceed through 08-1-1 to the input. of 06-I. The next

negative edge of this clock advances 06-I to the next address

and disables 08-1-1 to further pulses by clocking 08-5-2.

This generates another DATATRANS and the information in the

new RAM address is transferred to the Data System. The process

continues in this manner unt.il the information in all 16

channels is transferred and the terminal count is indicated

by a LOW on the output of 06-5-I. This LOW disables the input

to 06-1 through 08-4-2 and 08-1-1 and the counter remains

disabled until reset by l-6-1 at the beginning of a neht cycle'

The latches 19-5-1 and L9-5-2 record the sequence of

terminal counts for the two address counters 06-I and 07-I

and either reseÈ 06-I immediatelY, through 18-5-1, when the

measurement rate is very fastr of delay the resetting of 06-I

until O7-l has been filled during a slow measurement cycle'

This operation is designed to al-Iow a minimization of the

dead time that results when the time taken to transfer 16

measurements (t trans ) is greater than the t-ime taken to
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Timing Diaqram for RAII{ Operation

I of 16 selector" on the back panel enables

manually select the eight most appropriate

4-3.5 D to A Converter Unit - U5

In add.ition to being recorded in RAills IA and IB, the

velocity data from the ALU data bus is clocked into the 16

bit output latch oIJ-o to oL-3 by the logic signal DACCK.

As can be seen from the circuit diagrams in Appendices A6 and

A'l , DACCK is derived from WRITE in U4 and clelayecl by approxi-

mately 70ns to allow settling time for the ALU outputs.

At the end of every measurement, therefore' the velocity data

bus is both recorded in the Buffer Storage Unit and presented

at the output latch for selection through a back panel

connector.

The "any

the operator to
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bits of information for each application and therefore

enables ;ln .i-ncrease in resolution or an extension of velocity

range, depending upon the particular requirement. once

selected, the eight bits are converted to an analogue current

source with an MCI4O8L, I bit. DAC and amplified to a 0 to +5V

voltage waveform with an Ll"13l8H transconductance amplifier.

This analogue reconstruction of the velocity data is then

available for display, recording or analysis through a BNC

connector on the rear Panel.

In addition to this external output facility, the

waveform is monitored and displayed at the front panel by

means of a voltmeter calibrated in "counts". The purpose

of this meter is to indicate the number of CLOCK pulses that

have been recorded in the 8 selected bits during the previous

measurement interval and it therefore has a range from 0 to

256 counts. The other left zero ranges of 0 to L28 and 0

to 64 are obtained by changing the gain of the transconductance

amplifier and are selected by means of the Range Control

when a more accurate reading of low count numbers is required-

The centre zero scales 0 to t L28, 0 to ! 64 and 0 to ! 32

are empJ-oyed when the use of the Bragg ceIl allows demodula-

tion of bidirectional velocities. In such cases, the Offset

Adjust control is used to adjust the meter readout to centre

zero in order to remove the effect of the bias frequency.

Because the calculation of actual velocities involves

a number of other variables, e.g. S, B Counter settings;

optical configuration; Iaser wavelength; etc., the LDV

meter output has been left in terms of ct,ocK counts. The

actual velocity rnay l¡e¡ determined from equation (80), where



S ís the number of fringes counted, C

N is the number of counts recordedt
c

cy and tn is the Doppler frequency due

city.

s.e f b

116 .

is the main clock rate,

is the bias frequen-

to the partícle velo-

( 80a)

( 80b)

fn

f
Np

Py

c

hence v

It should be noted,, however, that discontinuities in

the Doppler signal will result in a "sample and hold"

type operation in the output latches. This may cause signi-

ficant errors in signa1 averaging unless a simulataneous

record of ffi can be maintained and it. is therefore far

preferable to use the cligital output facilities when this

condition is Present.

5.4 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

From the description of operation of the signal proces-

sor, it is possible t.o see that most of the essential and

desirable characteristics detailed in Chapter 4 a¡:e available

in the LDV system that has been developed as part of this

projecL. Tne use of digital counting techniques provides

excelle:nL noisr: immunity and a solution to the problem of

spectral broadening due to finite signal lifetime while the

acousto-optic cell removes the possibitity of directional

aliasing, permits the demodulation of bidirectional velocity

components and allows the relative spatial resolution to be

reduced to a very srnall value without restricting the maxintum

fluid velocity. The versatility in the modes of operation
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of the acousto-optic cell ancl the abilit'y to select both the

number of fringe crossings per measurement and the number of

measurements per burst are features of the LDV t'hat permit

a compromise between maxirnum turbulence frequency, maximum

fluid velocity ¿rnd temporal resolut'ion to be achieved for most

practical applications. The speed of operation of the latch-

ing circuitry permits an accumulation of the results of

successive measurements without an increase in digitization

error, while the simultaneous recording of real time and

velocity information may be used to reconstruct the complete

velocity-time record of the information. This record may

then be analysed in a statistically independent way to deter-

mine ensemble averages, thus avoid.ing the sampling bias

errors that plague other psuedo-single particle anemometer

techniques.

specification of the range, accuracy and maximum

observable turbulence frequency for the LDV is a difficult

task becauser âS has been shown in previous sections, these

characteristics are not independent ancl, in addition' are

functionally related to the opÈical configuration; bias

frequency; mean sample time and detected. Doppler frequency.

These relationships may be summarised in the following equa-

tions, where r= is the sample timet fp is the Doppler fre-

quency due to the particle; fo is the observed Doppler

frequency and ÂT=r Afo and Av are, respectively, the

temporaÌ, frequency and, velocity resolution of the LDV:-

Equations 80 (a) and 80 (b) gave

f p
,SC,\

f ;)¡
p

2 sine
f b )andv Py
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(8Ia)

( 8rb)

(81c)

(8rd)

(8Ie)

Lì,

srnce: -

T

Av=r

Nc

Àfo À

2 sIñ-6-

S
rDs c

then:

i.e.: Af Âts f
Ts

Af
D

t I
Cr f

D
s

and the velocity resolution may be defined as:

Ats
Ã16

Tg

-to

DD

The temporal resolution of the LDV, At", is equal
lto t å , where C is the maín clock frequency, hence

These equations are graphicatly presented in Figure 28,

where the frequency resolution (^fD) and the maximum

resolvable turbulence frequency are plotted against Ts, the

mean sample time.

By way of examPle, if a bias frequency of lOMHz is

usedandN"= 1524 when e= 2o¡ | = 632'8nm; c- L42'9MHz

and s = L28 fringes, vpy is given by equation (80a) as

v_ = rr28xl4?r9x1o6 - to7) * ffi9"Py - ' L524

= 18. 15 m/s

and t" may be evaluated from equation (8la) as

T s
Ns
c

r524æ+
L42.9xl0Ð 1C.66us

Figure (28) may now be used to determine the frequency resolu-

tion and maximum resolvable turbulence frequency (allowing
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for a minitnum of three samples Per period) and for this

example are, respectiveJ-y, SKHz and 33KHz.

Since 
^f

BKHz

ôv
8xI0 3x632. 8xI0-9 = t 0.07 m/s

s n

therefore,'py=18.2t0.J-_m/s,givingameasurement

accuracy of approximately t 0.58. From this example it is

clear that, for most applicationsr êD accuracy of typically

t 0.58 may be achieved for turbulence frequencies up to

IOOKIIz in the velocity r:ange 10mm/s to 600m,/s.

other system specifications may be summarised as

D
J.L

t

follows : -
(i)

( ii)

(ij i)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Minimum Sample Time (t") 100ns

Maximum Detectable DoPPler

FrequencY (fO max) a;100MHz

Maximum Ar/r:rage Sample Rate 16 t'Ieasts in 45Us

Main Cl.ock Rate L42 '9 ! 0 ' lMHz

Fringe Counting Modes

(a) Discrete uP to 16 rneasts,

each of uP to L28 fringes.

(b) Accumulate 1 meast of uP

to 2048 fringes

DTBB Sett.ings IUs r 2Vs , 5Us,
10Us, 20Ps

Available Bias Frequencies 9.86MHz; 19.72MH2¡
29 .57MHz -

5.5 APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the applicati.on of the LDV in the

analogue output mode, the acousto-optic cell and signal

processor were used in a mcdified Michelson interferometer
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to detect the vibration of a front surface mirror mounted on

the spindle of a shaker. A schematic diagram of the configu-

ration is shown as Figure (29) and the results of the investi-

gation are presented as Figure (30). The acousto-optic

ceII was operated in the Bragg mode at. a frequency of 30MHz

with a diffraction efficiency of approximately 508 and the

control settings on the LDV were adjusted as follows:-

S Counter

B Counter

Mode Control

DTBI}

7 ß2 fringes Per meas'E)

4 (16 meast Per burst)

Accumulate

Min.

In the first demonstration, Fig' 30a' the shaker was

excited with two sine waves of approximately equal amplitude

but with frequencies of 3o:Ë.z and 60Hz respectively. The

bottom trace of Fig. (30a) shows the resultant driving signal'

where the vertical sensitivity is SV,/cm and the time base is

IOms,/cm.ThetoptraceofthesamephotograPh'forwhich

the vertical sensitivity is lVrlcm' is the demodulated output

from the LDV signal processor. with the exception of minor

phase variations, the demod.ulated output is seen to closely

approximate the driving signal and, from the control settings

previously indicated, it is possible to estimate the peak

velocity of the mirror as 0.69m/s'

Figure (30b) illustrates the response of the same shaker

to a square wave input" The driving signal (bottom trace)

had an amplitude of !4V and a frequency of approximately 50Hz'

As expected, the demodulated output from the LDV exhibited

Iow frequency distort-ì'on due to the frequency response of
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the shaker and the derivative nature of the velocity waveform-

CRO

Laser

Figure 29. Michelson Interferometer

using the vertical sensitivity of lv,/cm for the output trace'

the peak vetocity in this example was calculated as 0.73m/s'

For both of these applications, further analysis of the output

waveforms in terms of mean sguare velocity determinations or

power spectral analysis would have been possible but was not

considered necessary for this demonstration'

The results of the investigations clearly indicate

that this LDV system is an extremely versatile instrument'

well suited to a very large number of fluid mechanics and

acoustic applications. The ability to provide either analogue

or digital output data permits either stand alone or computer

peripheral type operation when a continuous Doppler signal

is available. When used with discontinuous Doppler informa-

tion, the LDV has been shown to be capable of negating the



Figure 30a.

Figure 30b.
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LDV Output

LY/cm; 1Oms/cm.

Driving Signal

5Y/cm; IOms/cm.

LDV Output

LV/cm; 10ms/cm

Driving Signa1

5V/cm; 1Oms/cm

,IIII II

FIGURE 30: Experimental Results
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major objections to currently available signal processing

systems. Although time did not permit a diversity of appli-

cations in this study, further single particle scattering and

noise and víbration investigations are currently being con-

sidered and will be the subject of future publícations.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Conventional methods of velocity determination in

ftuid mechanics and acoustics are inadequate for many current

research investigations. The laser Doppler velocimeter,

while embodying a number of the essential characteristics

of the ideal instrument, offers, in some areas, significant

advantages over traditional techniques. It should be

remembered, however, that spectral broadenitg, low SNRt

signal dropout and sample biasing have long been problems

with LDV signal processing systems.

To remove d.irectional- aliasing and directional ambi-

guity a system of optical frequency biasing must be employed.

Further, to reduce the effective focal volume size and to

increase the SNR, the biasing frequency should be as high as

the frequency response of the signal processor wiII allow.

Of the techniques investigated in this study, the acousto-

optic ceII would appear to be the most efficient, convenient

and versatile method for optical frequency shifting.

spectral broadening due to the finite lifetim.e and

amplitude modulation of the Doppler signal can only be avoj-ded

if power spectrat analysis techn:iques are rejected ín favour

of time-domain methods. In addition, the sampling bias due

to the distribution of scattering particles and the processor

dead time requires, for complete alleviation, a simultaneous

record of velocíty and real time information.

The faser Doppler system that. has been devised for this

project incorporates al-l- of the foregoing characteristics and,

as such, is a signifj-carrt development in the field of instru-

mentation for research applications.
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